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The world of automation is changing rapidly, especially in the Robotic Process Automa-
tion (RPA) field, as companies implement software robots to alleviate the repeatable
manual work.
This thesis has two purposes. The first purpose is to find out if it is possible to improve
Robotic Process Automation projects’ kick-off, communication, documentation and
maintenance with a PDD-SDD Tool. And the second purpose is to demonstrate how the
PDD-SDD Tool was designed and developed.
The initial hypothesis for the project: A specialized Tool for automating documentation
and project kick-off could streamline RPA projects and mitigate communication related
misunderstandings.
The methods used in the thesis assisted with understanding the needs of the RPA
professionals that are working with the whole RPA project life-cycle. For creating the
starting point, the hypothesis was constructed by analyzing the current issues in RPA
projects in the industry. Based on the hypothesis an Initial Design of the Tool was created
and interview questions were produced. Next, three rounds of structured interviews
were held for data gathering and demonstrating the developed prototypes. Lastly, a final
presentation of the Tool was given to the same study group and improvement proposals
were gathered.
The findings of this thesis align with the initial hypothesis based on the data gathered
from the interviewees during the interviews, the Tool aids the professionals with process
definition by providing guiding questions during the definition process. Automated
documentation based on the developers’ code alleviated with documentation burden,
which lead to up-to-date documentation, which also lead to better communication. The
automatically generated code base for the developers created from the process definition
and the up-to-date documentation enhanced maintenance work dramatically.
The value of this thesis lies with the actualization of a custom Tool developed specifically
for MOST Digital’s RPA projects’ life-cycle. Also, the methodologies used in this thesis
for data extraction could be further used to collect new features for the developed Tool or
to develop a new tool altogether. This project was initiated in Fall 2019 and finished in
Summer of 2021, and resulted with a fully functional StandAlone version of the designed
PDD-SDD Tool.
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1 Introduction
Robots are here to stay. The digital landscape of the 21st century is mostly shaped by
systems, web-applications, data and people. What ties these themes together is the ever-
increasing load of processes and data management posed on human knowledge-workers,
and that is exactly where automation, either by robotics or integration, comes into play.
Automation by robots or Robotic Process Automation (RPA) has been around from the
early 2010s and has gained much attention after the release of the major RPA platforms.
This emergence and the market demand got Ailea Ltd and Most Digital Ltd to work in a
companionship to satisfy the needs of Finnish companies.
Throughout the years working with RPA, Abdulghani and Vuorela have seen the bottle-
necks and the misunderstandings happen during automation projects. Due to the projects’
short cycled nature, volume gave deeper insight into the field. Although RPA develop-
ment is in many areas comparable to the modern software development, there are still
some characteristics that cause challenges to the whole project life-cycle. With this expe-
rience arsenal Abdulghani and Vuorela set out to revamp the ways of RPA projects.
To provide value, increase project success-rate and decrease the maintenance needs, a tool
was designed. The upstream challenges were identified and a hypothesis was formed. The
hypothesis was: If project documentation could be alleviated by automating parts of it,
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and if communication related misunderstandings could be mitigated by facilitating clearer
communication using a Tool, most of the identified bottlenecks could be diminished.
1.1 Divided Masters Thesis
The hypothesis of this thesis, Tool’s development and the introduction to the world of
Robotic Process Automation is a broad academic work, thus the project was divided into
two separate theses.
The division of the theses clarifies the whole and allows both researchers to gain better
insight into the specifications and the demands of the research area. Sampsa Vuorela fo-
cuses on the developer team’s viewpoint in his thesis, and Ahmed Abdulghani focuses on
the definer and the maintenance teams’ viewpoints.
Both theses had the same background material which were written together, Chapters 2-5.
Also, the methodology of interviewing and gathering the data was similar in both theses.
And lastly, the Tool that was designed and implemented, was also accomplished together.
1.2 The Structure
The thesis outlines the reason why a Tool was designed, how the data and feedback was
gathered, the method of validation, and how the actual Tool was developed. The thesis
begins by giving the reader a clear image of the current state of RPA in Chapters 2-5.
Chapter 6 is where the project is split into two theses.
The roles beyond the shared thesis was based on the researchers’ interests. For this thesis
the scope was to understand how professionals with business backgrounds work in the
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RPA project life-cycle, as well as understanding the maintenance team’s bottlenecks and
improvement needs.
The structure of the joint background Chapters (Chapters 2-5) was designed to give the
reader a clear understanding of the Robotic Process Automation world. First, a general
introduction to the topic is given with references to academic work and work experience.
Second, the joint chapters dive into the RPA’s development process with examples. Third,
a general understanding of the project life-cycle at Most Digital Ltd. is given and the cur-
rent challenges are discussed. Lastly, the Improvement Proposal, the Tool is introduced
as a solution for the identified challenges, also the work distribution regarding the roles
and the Research Questions are raised in the final joint chapter.
Chapters 4 and 5 are at the core of this thesis, which help understand what the goal is
and how it is set to be achieved. The purpose of Chapters 2 and 3 is to help the reader
understand the challenge at hand and also to support the core Chapters 4 and 5.
1.3 The Relational Setup
Varying thesis topics were initially considered with MOST Digital Ltd before this spe-
cific topic was discussed and approved. The reason for choosing this topic is that it has
functional value compared to theoretical analysis of how a new technology could benefit
MOST Digital. This research topic and the Tool developed would help with the daily
challenges definers, developers and maintainers face.
A written contract was signed between Abdulghani, Vuorela and MOST Digital Ltd. re-
garding the Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) and the usage of the Tool in its final stage.
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1.4 The Central Question
The central question of this thesis is: Could a Tool help with the challenges business peo-
ple and the maintenance team face in their daily work with RPA projects?
Based on the work experience in the RPA field, Abdulghani and Vuorela wrote the ini-
tial requirements needed to satisfy the initial challenges identified. And from these, three
Research Questions were formed (Table 4.4). This thesis focuses on and answers the Re-
search Questions Q1 and Q3, which are:
Q1 - Does the tool ease the definition, project kick-off and maintenance of RPA projects?
Q3 - Does the tool ease communication and documentation between stakeholders in RPA
projects?
Chapter 2 presents an overview of the Robotic Process Automation, which gives a basic
understanding of RPA by providing theoretical knowledge and also visual examples. The
next chapter is the start of the background study that was conducted by Abdulghani and
Vuorela, which encompasses four chapters in total.
2 Overview of Robotic Process
Automation
The time of robots and automation is upon us, but why now? Automation in general has
been present for a long time, but what is the big fuss about it nowadays and why is it get-
ting more attention now than ever before? To understand this, we must dive into Robotic
Process Automation (RPA) first. Robotic process automation is a piece of software that
executes processes in a computer’s operating system, acting in many ways like a human
would do.
This chapter provides an overview to RPA based on scientific publications, companies’
white-papers, articles and the work done at MOST Digital [3]. The chapter is divided
into four categories that examine RPA at a general level, discuss its potential and limita-
tions, and provide current future views. More advanced examples of RPA software, work
methodologies at MOST Digital and the goal of this thesis are introduced in Chapters 3,
4 and 5.
2.1 Robotic Process Automation
Robotic Process Automation (RPA) as a term is used to describe tools and processes that
operate the user interface of other computer systems in a way a human would do [5].
RPA is especially useful in situations where redesigning and creating integration between
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systems is considered to be too difficult or costly. RPA gives organizations the abil-
ity to automate on the frontend, for example to gather data from applications via user
interface. This kind of ’outside-in’ approach has the advantage of keeping existing infor-
mation systems intact. This is one of the main reasons why RPA is currently seen as a
way to quickly achieve high Return of Investment (RoI) and that is what the companies
that provide Robots as a Service (RaaS) are aiming for when delivering robots to their
clients [5, 6, 7] .
Software robots can help us in many different ways. They can completely automate time-
consuming and tedious processes performed by humans, or provide help to an employee
during the process. RPA software has often been referred to as ’macros on steroids’ be-
cause it can replicate computer-based tasks as many times as necessary and at a very rapid
rate [7]. One thriving idea behind RPA is to supplement human work in a meaningful
way so that companies benefit from both automation and more value-added work from
their employees.
RPA combines different automation techniques, including screen scraping software, work-
flow automation and management tools, and artificial intelligence [8]. Software robots
can navigate different digital landscapes and also make use of web scraping tools and
other scripting tasks [5, 9, 7]. Nowadays, there are different tools to develop RPA soft-
ware. Some RPA behemoths like UiPath1 and Blue Prism2 offer development platforms
that focus on visual presentation of the software logic [10, 11]. Visual programming
could be easier to work with, especially for people who do not want or know how to pro-
gram. Along with platforms focusing on visual workflows, RPA is developed with many
programming languages which have numerous technologies and libraries for software au-
1https://www.uipath.com/, 9.5.2020
2https://www.blueprism.com/, 9.5.2020
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tomation.
RPA platforms are built to ease automation development, especially for people who might
not have a programming background. The easiest way to familiarize them with the plat-
forms is by using tools and programs that they are already familiar with. Most of these
platforms offer a visual interface in which the developer can drag and drop activities or
functions right into the robot’s logic, in a Microsoft Visio [12] like fashion. The platform
itself generates code automatically as users drag and drop or link activities and icons to-
gether on the visual platform. This feature enables the process and subject matter experts
to automate their tasks after a few weeks of training. Developing automation without
these platforms requires significantly more knowledge in software programming in order
to achieve similar automation [6].
At MOST Digital, a generic RPA task is developed in a close collaboration with the
customer who is familiar with the process to be automated [3]. This is because a well
documented and communicated process is paramount to developing a robust robot. Once
the developer is familiar with the process and the systems used in it, the programming
can be started. Although, the robot is programmed to do the process in the same way as
a human would do, it is sometimes possible and encouraged to optimize and streamline
the process, for example calculations can be done without opening additional software.
The end result is a software robot ’living’ in virtual machine in the cloud or in customer’s
internal network, working autonomously or collaborating with human workers.
Developers at Most Digital have mainly been using Python3 and its open source libraries4.
These allow often a very flexible approach to automation task at hand, and without extra
costs from licenses that are often needed with platforms like UiPath and Blue Prism. RPA
software programmed with Python can include similar techniques and solutions imple-
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mented in these RPA Platforms, such as visual recognition, web scraping and operating
system specific scripts to accomplish their goals. Visual recognition is not always the
optimal way, but still often needed when the target software can only be accessed through
remote desktop protocol (RDP) or programs like Citrix [13]. The robot is able to use
scripts saved in the customer’s environment and transfer files between machines. These
files may be processed to get the necessary data for the automation’s next step, or they
could be reported directly to the customer, for example via email. Web scraping and
browser automation tools are often used when customer’s program can be accessed from
the robot’s own network. Occasionally, software robots may combine these tools, fetch-
ing some information via RDP and then forwarding it to another system directly from the
robot’s environment, or vice versa.
2.2 Potential
RPA is set to be the biggest game-changer for organizations from 2016 and beyond as it
has now reached a point where it is mature enough to be easily and cheaply adopted [14].
It is non-invasive and can automate processes that utilize all of companies’ line of busi-
ness systems. These could be old legacy systems [15] or newer applications running in
the cloud and desktop environments [7, 14].
As business process management (BPM) [16] has a legacy of long implementations and
unclear business cases, RPA aims to achieve quick wins with little investment [5]. Users
have gained multiple benefits when humans and robots have started to work together,
including cost saving and faster processing with higher quality. Errors have decreased
while regulatory compliance and output have improved. Also growth, productivity and
satisfaction for both customers and employees have improved. Humans can now focus on
the meaningful tasks that require innovation, creation and human interaction while robots
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handle repetitive and uninspiring tasks.
The 2019 market leader was UiPath according to Gartner’s report from June 2019, illus-
trated in Table 2.1, as UiPath has captured 13,6% of the whole RPA market segment [4].
This is mostly due to their strategy of sharing the platform for free for community use,
and by providing free RPA courses and certifications for interested developers on their
RPA academy. By offering the knowledge for free, UiPath has gained a lot of interest
within the RPA community.
Table 2.1: RPA software market share by revenue 2017-2018, worldwide (millions of
dollars) [4].
The reason these RPA platform companies are gaining much traction is because of their
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marketing, and especially by marketing the fact that you do not have to be a programmer
to create robots that automate tedious front-office tasks [17]. This marketing strategy was
intentionally aimed at desk workers who might not have any programming skills but have
a lot of repetitive tasks, thus making them a great target.
2.3 Limitations
While users can achieve many improvements with RPA, there are still areas where robots
do not excel. Research shows that they still must be guided by human intelligence. Limits
and possibilities for software robots are set by human will and imagination which are yet
far too complex for artificial intelligence to replicate [14].
If a customer’s process contains many unknown factors and a human worker has to contin-
uously process things differently, the task might not be suitable for automation. Usually
these kinds of processes do not have clearly defined input data or they include frequently
misbehaving or changing programs, which makes a robust automation much harder to
accomplish. However, there might still be a chance for improvement by further optimiz-
ing, defining and analyzing customer’s processes. This way the problematic issues can be
recognized and defined more clearly. The result might be an automated sub process of the
original goal which still improves the total process when compared to the initial situation.
As with software development and project management, the project triangle [18] holds
true in the world of robots. The quality of the developed robots are tightly linked to allo-
cated time and financial resources. If these are insufficient, it may lead to a robot solution
that demands more maintenance later on, thus creating technical debt. This is because the
tight time frame imposes restrictions on defining sufficient error handling cases, which
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help the robot solution to cope with predefined error scenarios. Also, the robots are ac-
cessing software that might get updates, which may lead to runtime failures.
Robots can also make incorrect decisions when applied to human interface because of
contextual changes. Some errors could be hard to notice and lead to disastrous situations
when discovered. Also ethical and security issues arise when software robots impersonate
people.
2.4 Future
Technologies that involve learning on the part of the computer are expected to have great
potential for the future. When these are combined with RPA solutions the result could
be an automated process which could apply a whole new level of learning, judgment and
creativity to their work.
Continuously evolving technologies like cloud computing [19] and Internet of Things [20]
create unprecedented explosion of data. As workloads keep rising, RPA software will in-
crease productivity and help organisations to cope. At the same time it will be evolving
towards truly cognitive automation where software will be able to improve its own per-
formance and make complex decisions.
3 RPA Development
This chapter provides more detailed examples and discusses common characteristics of
RPA development. Developing RPA is similar to common software development projects,
but emphasizing the value of communication with the customer, who has an important role
in the RPA life-cycle. This is particularly true after the initial process documentation has
been made, as undocumented exceptions may arise during the development phase.
The main aspects of RPA development are divided and discussed related to academic
resources and the concrete work that is done at MOST Digital [3]. A comprehensive
example of a simple RPA process is provided at the end of this chapter.
3.1 Definitive Characteristics
The most important aspects throughout the agile RPA development are undoubtedly com-
munication skills and constant communication. Any problematic encounters with the
customer’s system must be dealt with swiftly by contacting the customer and coming up
with solutions together, because they are the owners of the process and usually have the
best knowledge of the system.
The aforementioned aspects have great impact on the process definition, thus it is imper-
ative that the participants speak the same language not only on a technical but also on a
business level. In order for the project to succeed, communication must be active, as the
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process definition might change during the development phase.
The following subsections cater a detailed understanding of the RPA characteristics. These
contain process definition, communication, documentation, development, testing and main-
tenance.
3.1.1 Process Definition
Developing automation relies on business process knowledge, which means that a process
must exists before it can be automated. Some process optimization might occur before
diving into the development part. The starting point of any RPA project is the process
definition phase, which usually happens by co-operating with the customer. Initially, the
definition process is about transferring the process knowledge, and the way the customer
uses their systems, to the developer.
The first time any RPA process is defined, discussions with the customer are initiated to
find potential processes to automate. Oftentimes, the process is defined in iterations, as
information about the process becomes clearer later on, or the developer might have more
technical questions about the initial process documentation, which leads to another defi-
nition iteration.
The definition process should be documented in various ways for later use, and it also
helps to keep the defined process in scope. Definition documents should enable the use
of images, shapes and written text to convey the defined process step by step to the de-
veloper. Additionally, a video is advised to be captured of the definition session, for later
inspection, as some of the minor details might not find themselves to the process defini-
tion document (PDD) [3].
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Defined processes are rarely similar, yet it is important to standardize the definition pro-
cess in order to generate congruent process definition documents. This ensures that the
most critical process information is gathered the same way from every process. Chal-
lenges may rise if the customer prefers to document the process on their own, without
utilizing the standardized approach. Oftentimes, in these cases the customer generated
documents lack the essential information for the developer, which in turn demand redefi-
nition iterations. These result in unnecessary costs in both time and resources. [21]
3.1.2 Communication
One major cause of problems in software development is a lack of clarity, not a lack of
data [22]. RPA projects tend to be agile, fast paced and rely heavily on customer’s in-
structions about the automated process. Usually in software development, the customer
defines the desired final product. In RPA development, the customer also instructs how
the process should be done. This does not mean that the developer cannot optimize the
process, but the changes made to a customer’s original instructions must be based on a
clear understanding of how the customer’s system is used and what the desired end result
should be.
This special situation for many RPA projects means that the importance of efficient com-
munication becomes one of the key factors for successful projects [1]. People perceive
and understand things differently, for example customers may give instructions they con-
sider to be obvious but contain a presumption that the developers know the system which
is to be automated. Likewise, customers might get confused when developers explain
things in too technical manner, with the presumption that the customer knows program-
ming and its vocabulary.
Developers have to communicate with each other and with the customer to form a correct
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idea of the project, therefore the information flow in software projects has a direct impact
on productivity and quality [23]. There are two major forces in software development
communication, uncertainty and equivocality, which may occur if the given information
is ambiguous and confusing [22]. Especially troublesome issues may arise in projects,
where communication’s importance is not understood. Project managers will not be able
to estimate realistic costs for communication and cannot recognize and solve communi-
cation problems when they occur. Communication cannot be improved on the basis of
experience if the causes of its problems cannot be identified.
To ensure effective communication, the possibility of misunderstandings,
cross-interpretations and lack of information should be minimized [1]. Especially in Agile
environments, communication processes should be continuously updated and optimized
to the project at hand. In addition, synchronized working hours, unified communication
tools and official process verification policies can have a positive impact on the quality of
communication [24]. Last but not least, documenting should be done at different levels of
formality.
The Media Richness Theory (MRT, Figure 3.1) is a good guide to help organize commu-
nication methods according to their media richness and it can be used when choosing the
best method for different situations [1]. The theory suggests the usage of high commu-
nication media, such as face-to-face conversation, in situations where things tend to be
ambiguous and low communication media, such as emails, when it comes to reaching a
long-term common understanding. Notes should also be taken from meetings which use
high communication media to document decisions made.
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Figure 3.1: The Media Richness Theory (MRT) with communication effects of different
communication media [1].
3.1.3 Documentation
In addition to communication, good documentation is paramount for a successful RPA
project. Although verbal communication may be sufficient for the project’s advancement
in the short term, good documentation ensures better and more reliable transfer of knowl-
edge and decisions in the future. From this point of view, documentation has a direct
impact on the quality of communication [3]. Lack of documentation affects both team
collaboration and management decisions to support development in the long term. In
these kinds of situations, people have to rely more on tacit knowledge, which could lead
to various problems like difficulties to trace down previously made decisions, overall con-
fusion and delays for development [25].
In the short cycles of RPA development, perfection and consistency are by far the most
important attributes in good documentation, ensuring that differing assumptions could be
minimized [26]. Also unofficial communication should be supplemented with documen-
tation [24]. Unified working practices and applications support consistent documentation,
while divergent practices can lead to fragmentation and confusion. Up-to-date and com-
prehensible documentation should be made available to all stakeholders. The customer
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should be informed with updates and modifications to the original business logic of the
process, while developers and maintainers also need code-level documentation.
Since documentation has a crucial role in RPA development, an extra care should be paid
when processes are defined and business logic is documented for the first time, prior to
development. RPA development contains a lot of visual elements, which can form the
base for high-level documentation. This kind of documentation is also more valuable for
the customer, because it is more suitable for possibly non-technical people.
Usually high-level RPA documentation should model manual processes previously done
by the customer’s employees. A process should be documented by the customer in a
way that the developers understand it. This is not always an easy task if the customer’s
employees have a lot of tacit knowledge about the usage of the tools to be automated.
This kind of information is not always directly provided, and it needs to be purpose-
fully searched during process definition. Additionally, documentation should be updated
and maintained by the developers in a way that customers and maintainers understand
it. High-level documentation should contain updates to the original business logic while
technical documentation should clarify code-level decisions and structure.
3.1.4 Development
This section is based on authors’ work experience at MOST Digital [3].
The development processes can differ depending on the developer and the project. Some
recurring aspects can still be recognized that may cause challenges during development
processes. Often the cause for delays and misunderstanding results from aspects outside
the actual development, from unclear definitions and insufficient initial documentation.
The main reason for this is poor communication between the developer, the project’s de-
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finer and the customer. Therefore, the value of communication and documentation as a
part of good development practices should be properly endorsed throughout the company.
At the beginning of project development, the developer studies the initial documentation
in order to know what should be developed. The clearer and more precise the initial doc-
umentation, the easier it is for the developer to start working with the new project. Delays
occur if the developer needs to clarify things he or she did not understand. Another cause
for delays and extra costs could be misunderstood documentation caused by tacit knowl-
edge that is not documented clearly.
From the company’s point of view the developers should follow good development con-
ventions. Best practices should be regularly instructed, discussed and reported to all de-
velopers so that everybody are at the same line. In order to accomplish this, the company’s
internal communication should work properly.
Changes made to the initial definition during the project development should be informed
to both the project manager and the customer. Possible misunderstandings occur more
likely at any stage of the development process, if the process definition is not actively
updated. Both the developer and the definer should also ensure that outdated versions of
the process definition are not left available to cause possible confusion in the future.
Oftentimes, the need for changes occur in older projects due to updates in software, envi-
ronment or definition. In these situations the developer must study the old documentation
and code base in order to become familiar with the project. This step is essential before
any changes, and could cause errors in the developed code if not done properly. This
kind of further development benefits tremendously from an up-to-date documentation of
both high-level business logic and technical level resulting in faster development and less
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errors.
3.1.5 Testability
Testing is as important in RPA development as in other software development projects.
RPA processes often contain visual elements and follow predetermined execution paths,
therefore being particularly suitable for black box testing methods [27], where outputs
are validated against process specifications without inspecting internal code-level struc-
ture. In this section we combine our work experience [3] with testing related stud-
ies [6, 27, 28, 29, 2, 30] to discuss testing in RPA development.
Testing helps to find the areas where the program does not meet its specifications and it is
therefore a necessary area for software validation. Testing can be done in many different
ways and to all kinds of activities, therefore any action that helps to find a violation of
specification can be called testing. Usually, software testing includes three activities: test-
ing, debugging and verification. The first can be further separated to static testing, testing
during development and testing by execution. Figure 3.2 illustrates the usual phases and
testing activities in general software development flow, also present in RPA development.
Phases from system requirements to coding can be inspected and tested with static testing
methods, which can involve design reviews, code inspections and static analysis of source
code.
Verification is needed in design and coding activities to ensure that the program satisfies
the original specifications. Verifying can be done by modeling the program in a formal
language or using the program itself. Formal specifications derived from system require-
ments help to verify programs. Specifications can be tested on usage level and functional
level to show that the code implements the specifications.
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Debugging is usually done during the coding process, later stages of testing and in pro-
duction or deployment. A bug means a defect, a part of code logic that fails to meet a
specification. Debugging is performed to locate and fix faulty code, usually by analyzing
and modifying the program’s logic. The goal is to diagnose and the precise nature of a
known error and correct it. Especially during later stages of development, the cause of
bugs may rather come from incorrect specifications than faulty code logic. Locating errors
can be a hard process involving double checking known inputs and code logic. Function
level test can be done with unit tests to recognize function-level defects. Good coding and
logging practices can help tremendously by reducing the need to make extra prints and
logging while debugging.
Program usage can also be tested by execution, usually in the last activities: testing, pro-
duction or development. This could be done with white or black box testing. White box
testing inspects and validates the internal inputs and outputs of the program logic, while
black box methods use a program without code level inspection [27].
Testing can be a difficult process to be done thoroughly, as Dijkstra points out: ”Program
testing can be used to show the presence of bugs, but never to show their absence” [30].
This means that any amount of testing represents only a small sample of all possible
computations. Test planning techniques based on partitioning of the functionality, data,
end-user operation, et cetera, are very useful and popular and they form the base for many
testing technologies.
Testing in RPA development follows the same patterns and practices as in general soft-
ware development with some emphasised aspects. RPA testing relies heavily on output
verification because it is usually performed on the terms of the customer’s systems.
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Figure 3.2: The activities in a typical software development process [2].
Due to restrictions in customer’s systems or resources, test environments are not always
granted, and the systems to be automated may be flawed. Testing should be done in a way
that production data is not submitted forward, which means that testing needs should be
taken into account from the very beginning, when defining the RPA process. The better
the definition, the better the implementation. Good PDD allows for better and smarter
implementation that can be programmed to recover from possible errors and continue ex-
ecution even in an unstable environments. If the PDD lacks essential information, it may
lead to insufficient testing as well. Therefore, it is paramount to document all known er-
rors and special situations in the definition phase.
3.1.6 Consistency and Maintenance
RPA software is often sensitive to visual changes and crashes may occur more often if
the automated software is not stable. In these situations the employee who is responsible
for maintaining the tasks has to check the situation and restart or potentially update the
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software. To do this effectively, some level of understanding about the task logic and the
circumstances that caused the error is needed.
Studies have shown that a notable amount of resources used in maintenance is spent in
understanding the code [29]. More complex systems are harder to maintain and tend to
become even more complicated as time goes on. RPA solutions can differ a lot from each
other and completely similar logic between tasks is relatively rare. But when inspected
closely, there are similar base functionalities and structures that could be same between
different projects. This means that the basic components that are used in different RPA
tasks can be unified and maintained more easily.
The maintenance of RPA tasks requires knowledge about the business case in addition to
the actual logic, thus an updated Solution Design Document (SDD) is imperative. If RPA
tasks follow the same predefined basic guidelines with their high level code structure and
basic behaviour implementations as well as unified version control practices, maintenance
becomes significantly easier.
3.2 RPA Examples
Automation has already been around before the rise of the RPA platforms. These solu-
tions and tools have been based on pure programmed code without visual representations.
These include combinations of scripts and techniques capable of navigating through the
visual user interface. Many of these techniques originate from UI automation testing,
which are found suitable also for the needs of RPA.
Lately, RPA platforms have included the visual interface to RPA developing, making it
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easier to use and develop for people without programming background. This has greatly
accelerated RPA’s fame. In order to understand the differences between tools that require
actual programming skills and the platforms based on visual user interface, a simple ex-
ample is provided with both techniques.
The programmed example is represented with Python which is highly capable in automa-
tion with its wide scope of libraries suitable for RPA, thus making it optimal for compar-
ison. It is also used as the main development language at MOST Digital. The visually
developed example is provided with UiPath, the market leader which is already discussed
earlier in this thesis. The reason these tools are represented in this thesis is that both tech-
niques are valid and can be used for RPA developing, selecting the correct one mostly
depends on the needs and preferences of both the customer and the developer.
Data is the starting point in most automation projects. In other cases the robot starts the
automated task by acquiring the needed data. In this example the robot reads control data
from input excel file, which is represented in Figure 3.3 and used with both Python and
UiPath. In this case, it is simple and ready to use, but oftentimes cleaning up and fixing
the initial data is also part of RPA development. Data may not always be in a coherent
state and ready to be utilized as it is.
The example process reads stock symbols from the input excel file, fetches latest stock
price from nasdaq.com1 with Google Chrome2 and updates the original excel file with the
acquired data. Although, the example is rather simple, it aims to demonstrate differences
between the selected tools. Also, these steps reflect the basic procedures involved in com-
mon RPA solutions. The example’s main logic is represented with Python in Listing 3.1
1https://www.nasdaq.com/, 9.5.2020
2https://cloud.google.com/chrome-enterprise, 9.5.2020
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while UiPath’s main workflow is displayed in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.3: The input excel file for provided RPA examples.
Listing 3.1: Python main logic.
1 d e f main ( ) :
2 # 1 − r e a d s t o c k symbols from e x c e l
3 e x c e l d f = r e a d e x c e l d a t a ( )
4 # 2 − s e a r c h l a t e s t v a l u e s from nasdaq . com wi th Google
Chrome
5 u p d a t e d d f = f e t c h s t o c k v a l u e s ( e x c e l d f )
6 # 3 − u p d a t e d s t o c k symbol v a l u e s i n e x c e l
7 s a v e u p d a t e d d a t a ( u p d a t e d d f )
3.2.1 Reading Data from Excel File
An excel file can be processed multiple ways using different Python libraries. This ex-
ample uses Pandas, an open source data analysis and manipulation tool [31]. The code,
presented in Listing 3.2, reads the excel file’s content into a DataFrame object, which is
updated in later stages of the process.
In Figure 3.5, reading an excel file in UiPath generates a DataTable and a workbook ob-
ject, named in this example as WbSymbols. The Read Range activity used inside the Read
Excel and Create a DataTable activity is using the workbook object to read the whole of
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Figure 3.4: The main workflow in UiPath process.
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the first sheet in the excel file.
Figure 3.5: Reading data from the excel file with UiPath.
In both cases the code generated, either by coding with Python or by dragging and drop-
ping activities in UiPath, has enabled the user to read the excel file’s data into a structured
object form — In Python’s Pandas library it is called a DataFrame, and in UiPath it is
called a DataTable.
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Listing 3.2: Reading data from the excel file with Python.
1 d e f r e a d e x c e l d a t a ( ) :
2 EXCEL VARIABLES = c o n f i g [ ”EXCEL VARIABLES” ]
3
4 e x c e l d f = pd . r e a d e x c e l (
5 EXCEL VARIABLES[ ”BLANK EXCEL PATH” ] ,
6 s h e e t n a m e = EXCEL VARIABLES[ ”SHEET NAME” ] ,
7 e n c o d i n g = EXCEL VARIABLES[ ”ENCODING” ] ,
8 d t y p e = o b j e c t
9 )
10
11 p r i n t ( f ” e x c e l d a t a f r a m e : \n { e x c e l d f }” )
12
13 r e t u r n e x c e l d f
3.2.2 Fetching Information from the Internet
The next step is to fetch the latest stock price from nasdaq.com. In this example, Python
is used with Selenium library3, originally a framework for testing web applications, but
widely used for automation and RPA processes as well [9]. Selenium is able to access
Google Chrome via chromedriver.exe, a separate driver that needs to be available in order
to get Selenium working.
Python logic in Listing 3.3 shows that querying the stock specific view in nasdaq.com is
fairly simple. The correct url address can be constructed from the base url joined with the
stock specific symbol at the end. The price can be extracted from the website’s HTML
structure. The parent element is fetched first and after it has emerged, the price can be
read from its inner HTML structure. Finally the fetched price is saved to the symbol’s
row in the DataFrame object created in the previous step. This procedure is repeated for
3https://www.selenium.dev/, 9.5.2020
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every stock symbol found in the original input excel file.
Listing 3.3: Fetching stock symbol data from nasdaq.com with Python.
1 d e f f e t c h s t o c k v a l u e s ( e x c e l d f ) :
2
3 SELENIUM VARIABLES = c o n f i g [ ”SELENIUM VARIABLES” ]
4 EXCEL VARIABLES = c o n f i g [ ”EXCEL VARIABLES” ]
5
6 s e l e n i u m d r i v e r = w e b d r i v e r . Chrome (
7 SELENIUM VARIABLES[ ”SELENIUM DRIVER PATH” ]
8 )
9 s e l e n i u m d r i v e r . i m p l i c i t l y w a i t ( 2 0 )
10
11 f o r s t o c k s y m b o l i n e x c e l d f [
12 EXCEL VARIABLES[ ”COLUMNS” ] [ ”SYMBOL HEADER” ]
13 ] :
14 p r i n t ( f ” f e t c h i n g p r i c e f o r symbol : { s t o c k s y m b o l }” )
15
16 n a s d a q u r l = ” {}{} ” . f o r m a t (
17 SELENIUM VARIABLES[ ’NASDAQ URL BASE ’ ] ,
18 s t o c k s y m b o l
19 )
20 p r i n t ( f ” g o o g l e f i n a n c e u r l : { n a s d a q u r l }” )
21
22 s e l e n i u m d r i v e r . g e t ( n a s d a q u r l )
23
24 # g e t t i n g t h e s p e c i f i c p r i c e e l e m e n t from nasdaq s i t e
by i t s HTML c l a s s name
25 p r i c e e l e m e n t = s e l e n i u m d r i v e r .
f i n d e l e m e n t b y c s s s e l e c t o r (
26 SELENIUM VARIABLES[ ”
SYMBOL PRICE PARENT ELEMENT CSS” ]
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27 ) . f i n d e l e m e n t b y c l a s s n a m e (
28 SELENIUM VARIABLES[ ”SYMBOL PRICE ELEMENT CLASS” ]
29 )
30 # v a l u e can be found i n s i d e e l e m e n t
31 s y m b o l p r i c e = p r i c e e l e m e n t . g e t a t t r i b u t e ( ” innerHTML ”
)
32 p r i n t ( f ” found s y m b o l p r i c e : { s y m b o l p r i c e }” )
33
34 # u p d a t i n g d a t a f r a m e r e a d from e x c e l
35 e x c e l d f . l o c [
36 ( e x c e l d f [
37 EXCEL VARIABLES[ ”COLUMNS” ] [ ”SYMBOL HEADER” ]
38 ] == s t o c k s y m b o l
39 ) ,
40 EXCEL VARIABLES[ ”COLUMNS” ] [ ”PRICE” ]
41 ] = s y m b o l p r i c e
42
43 p r i n t ( f ” u p d a t e d e x c e l d f : \n{ e x c e l d f }” )
44
45 p r i n t ( ” A l l s t o c k p r i c e s f e t c h e d . ” )
46 r e t u r n e x c e l d f
The UiPath logic of searching the nasdaq.com website for the correct stock price is illus-
trated in the Figure 3.6. The first step of the logic is to read the stock symbol that has not
yet been updated, as seen in Figure 3.7. In the referenced figure the datatable is looped
and a couple of checks are asserted in order to get the needed data.
Next, the logic navigates to the Nasdaq website and retrieves the current stock price,
by concatenating the Nasdaq website url and the stock symbol’s name, as is used in the
Python example. This is presented in Figure 3.8. The Get TStock Price Text activity reads
the website’s HTML structure and identifies the wanted text element.
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Figure 3.6: Fetching stock symbol data from nasdaq.com with UiPath.
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Figure 3.7: Looping the DataTable in UiPath.
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Lastly, the logic updates the datatable with the gathered data to the stock symbol specific
row. The logic is depicted in Figure 3.9. A flow decision is placed at the end of the
logic to check if the robot has iterated all of the datatable rows. If not, the robot starts the
”Gather Data” process again until all of the rows are updated, as represented in Figure 3.6.
3.2.3 Saving Enriched Data to the Excel File
The final step is to save updated stock prices to the output excel file. Python does this
again with Pandas, in Listing 3.4. UiPath writes the updated DataTable to output excel
file in Figure 3.10. The resulted output excel file for both examples is represented in
Figure 3.11.
Listing 3.4: Saving enriched data to the excel file with Python.
1 d e f s a v e u p d a t e d d a t a ( e x c e l d f ) :
2 EXCEL SETTINGS = c o n f i g [ ”EXCEL SETTINGS” ]
3
4 e x c e l d f . t o e x c e l (
5 EXCEL SETTINGS [ ”RESULT EXCEL PATH” ] ,
6 s h e e t n a m e = EXCEL SETTINGS [ ”SHEET NAME” ] ,
7 e n c o d i n g = EXCEL SETTINGS [ ”ENCODING” ] ,
8 i n d e x = F a l s e
9 )
10 p r i n t ( ” e x c e l saved ” )
3.2.4 Prerequisites and Settings for the Provided Examples
To be able to use Pandas, Selenium and other libraries with Python, they must be installed
in Python environment and imported in the beginning of the script, as presented in Listing
3.5. UiPath requires only the UiPath Studio application as it contains all the necessary
dependencies.
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Figure 3.8: Searching for the stock symbol in UiPath.
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Figure 3.9: Updating the DataTable in UiPath.
Figure 3.10: Saving enriched data to the excel file with UiPath.
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Figure 3.11: The output excel file for provided RPA examples.
Listing 3.5: Imports needed in Python example.
1 i m p o r t os
2 i m p o r t pandas as pd
3 from s e l e n i u m i m p o r t w e b d r i v e r
4 i m p o r t openpyx l
Both techniques can use a separate configuration file. UiPath recommends using a sepa-
rate excel file, whereas Python can read the configurations from various file types. The
provided Python example declares settings in dictionary object as illustrated in Listing
3.6, which could also be read from a separate file.
3.2.5 Summary
Both Python and UiPath provide a powerful way to develop automation processes. Choos-
ing the right tool depends on the user’s development skills, as UiPath demands less tech-
nical knowledge compared to Python. An experienced developer used to programming
may find Python more convenient compared to UiPath’s drag and drop user interface.
Similarly for more business oriented user, UiPath provides faster results without the need
to write code.
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Programming languages such as Python give the developer more freedom to use custom
approaches for the project. This enables more flexibility, but also demands more techni-
cal skills and responsibility concerning error handling and security issues. Most of these
are already handled with UiPath components, which run in the background. As a closed
source application [32], UiPath hides the explicit code logic and links it to the drag and
drop user interface with XAML structure, illustrated in Figure 3.12. The structure holds
the visual formation instructions for the UiPath Studio and also, function calls with pa-
rameters. This way UiPath can provide more ready to use functions. However, it could
limit the user’s options for wanted, customized functionalities, as the user is unable to
access and modify the executable code itself.
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Listing 3.6: Configuration needed in Python example.
1 c o n f i g = {
2 ”EXCEL SETTINGS” :{
3 ”BLANK EXCEL PATH” : os . p a t h . j o i n (
4 ” . . ” , ” b l a n k s t o c k s y m b o l e x c e l . x l s x ”
5 ) ,
6 ”RESULT EXCEL PATH” : os . p a t h . j o i n (
7 ” . . ” , ” s t o c k s y m b o l e x c e l o u t p u t p y t h o n . x l s x ”
8 ) ,
9 ”SHEET NAME” : ” symbols ” ,
10 ”ENCODING” : ” u f f −8” ,
11 ”COLUMNS” : {
12 ”SYMBOL HEADER” : ” S tock Symbol ” ,
13 ”DESCRIPTION” : ”Company” ,
14 ”PRICE” : ” L a t e s t P r i c e ”
15 }
16 } ,
17 ”SELENIUM SETTINGS” :{
18 ”SELENIUM DRIVER PATH” : ” c h r o m e d r i v e r . exe ” ,
19 ”NASDAQ URL BASE” : ” h t t p s : / / www. nasdaq . com / market −
a c t i v i t y / s t o c k s / ” ,
20 ”SYMBOL PRICE ELEMENT CLASS” : ” symbol −page −
h e a d e r p r i c i n g − p r i c e ”
21 }
22 }
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Figure 3.12: UiPath example’s main XAML file, UiPath Studio Community Edition 2019.
4 Improving Development at MOST
Digital
The main motive for this thesis is to design and create a tool that produces more value
to MOST Digital, making definition and documentation of RPA projects easier, which
should lead to improved communication. These main aspects should lay foundation to
ease development, testing and maintaining of RPA projects. At best, the use of the tool
would standardize good practices and structures inside the company, which could stream-
line and accelerate the development phase.
This chapter introduces the life-cycle of RPA projects carried out at MOST Digital. Later,
the usual Challenges of RPA development are identified from both MOST Digital’s life-
cycle and common aspects of RPA development discussed in Chapter 3. The last two
sections use these identified Challenges to derive Requirements and to form Research
Questions, from which the design for the wanted tool is created and introduced in Chapter
5.
4.1 Project Life Cycle
General RPA project at MOST Digital has four different development phases containing
several sub-phases that make up the whole process. As described in Table 4.1 the main
phases include definition, development, testing and maintenance. The table is further
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Development Processes





Customer x (x) (x)
Definer x (x) (x)
Developer (x) x x (x)
Maintainer (x) x
Table 4.1: Development processes and the main actors, marked by x, in RPA development
at MOST Digital. Sometimes a process requires an additional actor, marked by (x).
separated between four main actors consisting of one or more individuals, which are the
customer, definer, developer and maintainer. The quality of communication and docu-
mentation between the actors throughout the development process is paramount in order
to achieve the best possible outcome.
At MOST Digital everything starts with the customer. The definition phase consists of
meetings between the management of the customer’s side and the project managers on
MOST Digital’s side. This phase involves understanding the customer’s process and their
needs. Once a process is found to be a good match for automation, the definition of the
task begins. In some occasions developers are also asked to provide technical input during
the definition process, as seen in Table 4.1.
Once the process is defined and documented, a Process Design Document (PDD) is pro-
duced, which should contain all the necessary information about the process in order to
start the technical development. Before the RPA developer can begin automating any
process, the needed development environments must be set up and additional software
installations and access rights must be granted.
Testing and developing RPA solutions go hand in hand. Oftentimes, developing RPA
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solutions demand continuous process logic testing, as customer’s systems may require
data to be inputted in order to progress in the process’ next step. More comprehensive
testing is done at the later stages of development, where the process is validated with the
customer. During development and testing, unexpected situations may emerge that were
not mentioned in the initial PDD. For these situations the developer usually asks help
from the project manager or directly from the customer, in order to solve the task at hand
swiftly, as seen in development and testing columns in Table 4.1. The identified changes
should be documented and the PDD updated. The solution is validated with the customer
by arranging demonstration meetings, where the solution is inspected step by step.
Documentation of the project and the changes that took place during the project are es-
sential for the customer, other developers and for the maintenance team. First of all, the
technical documentation of the actual solution must be up to date. Second, a Solution De-
sign Document (SDD) should be created by either updating the original PDD or creating
a new and a final version from it, by adding all the changes made to the initial document.
Finally, as sharing knowledge helps everyone in the long run, these documents must be
shared internally with the support team and with other developers. Additionally, SDDs
should be available to the customer.
The last phase of the life-cycle of a general RPA project is ensuring that the solution
works consistently on its own, and for this reason MOST Digital offers its customers an
alerted support for a fixed time period, assuring that the functional continuity is delivered
to the customer. Support is done by the maintenance team, which monitors the solution’s
status and investigates possible errors, also working with the developers to ensure that
the encountered errors are fixed properly. The maintenance team aims to solve problems
first by themselves, with the help of documented error scenarios. If they are unable to
solve the problem, the error is raised to the developer. This means that the maintenance
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team is involved with testing and the developer may also take part of the maintenance
process as seen in Table 4.1. When the solution’s functionality is confirmed, maintaining
is continued on a default level. The default level offers customers a continuous support
based on the Service-Level Agreements (SLA) [33].
4.2 Identifying Challenges
In order to derive Requirements for the tool to be developed during this thesis, potential
Challenges in RPA development are identified from project life cycle discussed in previ-
ous section 4.1 and aspects introduced in Chapter 3. Most of the Challenges (C1-C25)
presented in Table 4.2 circle around communication and documentation, as they lay foun-
dations to all other parts of RPA project’s life-cycle.
From the very beginning of the definition phase, the quality of communication is essen-
tial. Most common issues relate to lack of common language, when vocabulary is either
too technical or high level for all participants to understand (C4), resulting in vague in-
structions (C5). Initial challenges in definition phase are associated with missing detailed
instructions (C1) and tacit knowledge (C2, C13). More severe consequences may arise if
the defined process is not optimized for automation (C3).
Unrealistic customer expectations (C7) are commonly the result of insufficient or inade-
quate communication (C4), and as the project is usually quick paced and intensive, the
communication must flow effortlessly throughout the development, from the developer to
the project manager or to the customer. One major obstacle for communication quality is
possible availability issues between stakeholders (C9). Without knowing the progression
challenges (C6), the customer might think that the initial process definition holds place
and development is on schedule (C8). This might be true in some projects, where the
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process definition is correct throughout the process, but that is rarely the case.
The RPA process documentation should be comprehensive, detailed, precise and formal in
order to provide the best known documentation of the process to be automated. Poorly de-
fined PDD, which lacks detailed instructions (C10) may cause inefficient decision making
for the developers and raises plethora of questions that end up wasting everyone’s time.
And, if possible, the PDD should also include known errors and the possible ways of han-
dling them (C24).
Poor technical documentation is another issue RPA projects face (C11), as developers
might not have time allocated (C16), or they might not have set the technical documen-
tation to a high priority, which might be caused of overlapping projects. As projects are
short and agile, the developers must take care of the technical documentation during and
after development. It is vital for the maintenance team, as well as for the other developers
to avoid misunderstandings (C18, C19). Additionally, the documents should be unified in
both format and file location to ensure the ease of use and availability (C14, C15).
Undefined exceptions are what developers encounter during most RPA development projects,
as it is hard to tackle every situation beforehand, thus communication is an integral part
of the development. This situation leads to updating the process definition during devel-
opment based on decisions made. Changes should be also documented in PDD, as it is
essential to keep the process documentation up to date (C12). Undocumented changes
greatly complicate both further development and maintenance, as well as result in an in-
complete SDD (C17, C25). Furthermore, without applying a company wide coding and
testing standards, more maintenance is expected (C20).
Immature IT infrastructure is one of the challenges RPA development faces (C21), al-
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though the robot does not usually need large systems to work. Missing test environment
and data cause additional work to the developer, as they are not able to freely test the
system while connected to customer’s production systems (C22, C23).
4.3 Deriving Requirements for Improvement Proposal
The identified Challenges listed in Table 4.2 pave the path for the Requirements needed
for developing the tool during this thesis. Challenges are spread over the different phases
of RPA development and therefore are not solvable with a single solution. However, root
and sub Challenges, which could be eased by a single tool, can be identified. The root
Challenges are the tip of an iceberg which, when solved, could potentially ease the sub
Challenges as well. A Challenge is considered to be a root Challenge when it can not be
directly solved with an another Challenge. The derived Requirements (R1-R3) with their
root and sub Challenges are listed in Table 4.3.
Seven root Challenges were identified from the definition, documentation and testing as-
pects while the Challenges in communication, development and maintenance are all con-
sidered to be sub Challenges. The first two root Challenges are missing detailed instruc-
tions and tacit knowledge during definition in C1 and C2. When the definition is done
in high detail, it prevents unoptimized processes in C3, misunderstandings due to com-
munication and documentation in C5, C18 and C19, lack of detailed and tacit knowledge
in C10 and C13, poorly documented business logic exceptions in C24, as well as unclear
customer expectations due to vague PDD in C7. Furthermore, solving C1 and C2 can pre-
vent immature IT architecture in C21 because the architect can plan a better infrastructure
when the process needs are documented thoroughly.
C14, C15 and C16 were identified as root Challenges in the documentation aspect. Solv-






n C1 Missing detailed instructions during definition
C2 Missing tacit knowledge during definition









C4 Using too technical or high vocabulary in communication
C5 Instructions are too vague, leaving space for misunderstandings
C6 Stakeholders not up to date of the current level of progress
C7 Unclear customer expectations
C8 Unclear timetable








C10 Lacking detailed instructions in PDD
C11 Lacking detailed technical documentation
C12 Decisions made during meetings are not properly documented
C13 Tacit knowledge not documented
C14 Documentation not in unified location
C15 Documentation not in unified format









C18 Misunderstandings due to communication
C19 Misunderstandings due to documentation
C20 Divided development conventions inside the company




g C22 Lack of test material
C23 Lack of test environments








Table 4.2: Identified potential Challenges in RPA development grouped by development
aspects.
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ing the issue of decentralized project documentation in C14 could assure that all the up-
dated information is in the correct location. This directly helps with the stakeholders not
being up to date with the progress in C6, as well as unclear customer expectations and
timetables in C7 and C8. Also, when both C14 and divided documentation format in C15
are fixed, the misunderstandings due to communication and documentation in C18 and
C19 are eased as well. Moreover, no time to update documentation in C16 is directly
linked to the lack of detailed technical documentation in C11, and outdated PDD and
SDD in C17 and C25.
Lack of test material and test environments in C22 and C23 are the last root Challenges, as
they are not solvable by other challenges but should be discussed and planned at the early
stages of the definition phase and are more related to the customer’s ability to provide
them. The rest of the Challenges C4, C9, C12 and C20 cannot be solved with a single tool
as they are more linked to the company’s or the customer’s internal processes and best
practices.
To ease the identified root Challenges, three Requirements were derived from them. The
first Requirement (R1) is to provide guiding questions during the definition phase, in order
to answer the most common pitfalls of RPA process’ data gathering and testing needs. R1
aims to ensure that the process instructions and tacit knowledge are properly documented,
solving C1 and C2, as well as discussing the need for test material and test environments,
thus providing ease to C22 and C23.
The second Requirement (R2) states that accessible, unified and up to date documentation
should be provided, solving C14. The third Requirement (R3) answers to the rest of the
root Challenges with automatic documentation, which should ease C15 and diminish the
issue of insufficient time resources in C16.
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Requirement Description Root Challenges Sub Challenges
R1
Providing guiding questions












R3 Providing automatic documentation C15, C16
C11, C17, C18,
C19, C25
Table 4.3: Requirements for the Tool. Derived Requirements aim to solve identified root
Challenges, which are linked to the sub Challenges.
4.4 Research Questions
To validate the value provided by the tool, the effects must be assessed against the Chal-
lenges listed in Table 4.2 after the Requirements in Table 4.3 are met. As previous sec-
tions have addressed thus far, communication and documentation are the key factors in
the RPA life-cycle. The Figure 4.1 illustrates that every process and actor in RPA devel-
opment listed in the Table 4.1, are leaning on the communication and the documentation.
Documentation can be seen as a long term communication, an utility ensuring that tacit
knowledge and made decisions would not be forgotten.
The validation is done through three main Research Questions (Q1-Q3) listed in the Ta-
ble 4.4. The Research Questions are divided between the company’s internal actors of
the RPA process, containing the definer, developer and maintainer. The tool should pro-
vide value for all of them and their viewpoints. The first Research Question (Q1) focuses
on the definition and maintenance phases, where PDD is initially defined or the finalized
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Figure 4.1: Intertwined aspects in RPA development life cycle [3]. All the processes
circle around communication and documentation.
SDD is inspected. The second Research Question (Q2) investigates the value provided in
a more technical level, when developing and testing the RPA process. Finally, the third
question (Q3) addresses the overall communication and documentation between project
actors.





Does the tool ease the definition, project kick-off and maintenance
of RPA projects?
Q2
Does the tool ease the development and testing
of RPA projects?
Q3
Does the tool ease communication and documentation between stakeholders
in RPA projects?
Table 4.4: The Research Questions to be investigated via the tool developed during this
thesis.
5 Improvement Proposal and Work
Distribution
5.1 PDD-SDD Tool
In order to improve the RPA development aspects, and to address the Requirements listed
in Table 4.3, a tool was designed, to automate the documentation flow for the whole
project life-cycle, from process definition to maintenance. The tool would form the initial
Process Design Document (PDD) and through the project advancement it would auto-
matically be updated to reflect the code logic changes, finally representing the Solution
Design Document (SDD).
PDD is first generated in Visual User Interface (VUI) and then processed to the initial
code file for the developer. Automated PDD to SDD process is considered to minimize
the human effort to maintain process level documentation which in turn supports commu-
nication. This should lower confusion and misunderstanding caused by outdated docu-
mentation, and address R3. In order to meet R1, guiding questions are added in the VUI’s
definition phase. After both R1 and R3 are accomplished, the tool needs to be validated
and published inside MOST Digital, thus satisfying R2.
The initial design for the tool consists of five main steps (Step 1–Step 5), visualized in
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Figure 5.1. In this thesis a standalone version of the tool is developed, ignoring cloud
infrastructure, as the tool can be customized for the wanted deploying environment. The
user authentication is also ignored to be potentially implemented during further develop-
ment.
The initial PDD is created by the customer and the project manager at the very beginning
of RPA development process. A high level process workflow is crafted in VUI, where
parameters and additional information can be inserted and saved (Step 1). The base for
code logic is generated automatically, after PDD is ready and submitted in VUI. Addi-
tional cloud infrastructure logic would also take place here, if implemented (Step 2).
The development begins after the definition is ready and the initial code base is generated
(Step 3). The PDD-SDD Tool reads the code base and updates VUI during the develop-
ment process, reflecting the latest changes (Step 4). Updating could be done by triggering
it manually, or it could be bound to version control system’s actions.
The VUI updates itself during the development phase, eventually transforming from the
initial PDD towards a continuously more accurate SDD (Step 5). The customer and the
project manager cannot make changes to the VUI after the initial definition phase. After
that, the changes should be discussed directly with the developer. This feature prevents
possibly problematic code logic changes which are not done by the developer.
The VUI should have different levels of views, depending on the user. The customer
and the project manager should view the process from a high level, to confirm that the
business logic is correct. Initial design dictates this level including three types of views,
represented in Figure 5.2, which are divided depending on their information content and
amount of detail. The VUI views are not presented all at once, rather they are accessed
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Figure 5.1: Initial design of PDD-SDD Tool.
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Figure 5.2: Initial rough design of VUI views. The VUI views are not presented all at
once, rather they are accessed one level at a time from left to right.
one level at a time from left to right.
The Phase level is the first view aiming to define the big picture of the process. The pro-
cess’ high level Phases are separated to be further described in Step and Detail levels.
Therefore, the Phase level should not contain more than headers and overall descriptions
of the Phase elements. The Step level divides every Phase element into more detailed
Steps. This level is meant to behave in a similar way as the Phase level, but in more
detailed manner, focusing only on the defined Steps of one specific Phase. The accurate
details and descriptions are added into the final view, the Detail level. The Detail level
should contain explicit instructions in order to automate the described Step. Instructions
may include text and pictures of the automated systems. Additionally, the Detailed view
should provide known business errors of the Step. For every element in the Phase, the
Step and the Detail levels a placeholder function is generated into the code file, to be later
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modified by the developer.
Additionally, developers, testers and maintainers should be able to view the process in
more detailed manner. For this purpose, a technical view should be implemented, to
present the actual code logic and its documentation. The details of the technical view
were left to be discussed in more detail in the interviews.
5.2 Solution Compared with Other Mainstream RPA Plat-
forms
Unlike the mainstream RPA platforms such as UiPath, the tool developed during this the-
sis does not aim to generate finished software. The main motive is to create a tool that uni-
fies communication processes and provides up to date documentation for all stakeholders
involved in the development processes. This is considered to result in more unified and
straight-forward development practices, creating more value for both the RPA provider
and the customer.
The developer has more freedom to use whatever techniques and tools they want, as the
PDD-SDD Tool does not create the actual logic. This enables more flexibility and better-
suited solutions to different RPA tasks under development. The developer has also the
ability to change the project structure, if needed. In these situations, the change should
also be validated by the customer and the project manager via updated PDD.
The tool allows custom solutions in the cloud infrastructure (Step 2, Step 4) allowing it to
be integrated into the desired infrastructure as a part of other company-specific technical
solutions. It should be possible to integrate PDD-SDD Tool into different environments
with both RPA and more traditional development projects.
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5.3 Work Distribution and Initial Roadmap
As this project is divided into two separate theses developing and researching the pro-
vided value of the created tool, the research questions listed in Table 4.4 are divided
between Ahmed Abdulghani and Sampsa Vuorela. Abdulghani focuses on Q1, covering
the definition and maintenance phases, while Vuorela concentrates on Q2 which includes
development and testing. Communication and documentation intertwine with all the other
phases, therefore Q3 is investigated in both theses.
The PDD-SDD Tool’s development was conducted from Fall of 2019 to Spring of 2020
by both Abdulghani and Vuorela. Two groups of interviewees were gathered from MOST
Digital, to provide input for the design and the progress of the tool. With the gathered in-
tel, the tool’s design and development was adjusted accordingly. Project’s initial roadmap
consists of four main development iterations which are illustrated in Figure 5.3.
The Chapters 4 and 5 are part of the first iteration in the roadmap, which were conducted
in the beginning of fall 2019. These chapters identified potential Challenges in RPA de-
velopment, derived Requirements for the PDD-SDD Tool and introduced its initial design.
The rest of the iterations in the roadmap are discussed in more detail and validated through
interviews in both theses from their separate viewpoints.
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Figure 5.3: Initial roadmap for the PDD-SDD Tool’s development.
6 Research Questions and their
Validation Method in this Thesis
This chapter provides the understanding of the structure of this thesis from this chapter
onward. This chapter also addresses the methods used to validate the Research Questions
that were presented in Table 4.4, and how the interviews were conducted. Chapters 2
- 5 were written in co-operation with Sampsa Vuorela, who continued his thesis with a
different angle to the subject matter. He is focusing on the developer’s viewpoint for the
implemented Tool, and how it will or might affect the developer’s work at MOST Digital.
This thesis focuses on Research Questions 1 and 3 (Q1 & Q3), which were listed in the
Table 4.4. In other words, how the business, or the process definers, and the mainte-
nance team can benefit from the implemented Tool? And does it ease communication and
process documentation? To arrive at the conclusion of the benefits of the Tool, multiple
interviews were held to guide the development iterations and to validate the Research
Questions.
After the validation of the Research Questions done in the interviews, new proposals
and challenges are introduced to render the outcomes of the Tool’s iterative development
phases. The Tool’s development is also covered throughout the initial design phase to the
added must have functionalities and lastly to the final working StandAlone version of the
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Tool.
Chapter 7 inspects the conducted interviews thoroughly, one interview at the time. The
interview chapter follows a specific structure in order to extract the gathered information
from the interviews in a coherent manner. As the chapter focuses solely on the interviews,
the structure and the data gathered, technicalities are saved for Chapter 8, which dives in
to how the Tool was developed. The final chapter is the Conclusions Chapter (9), which
compiles the findings and the implemented Tool’s potential effects.
6.1 Validation Method
Addressing the Tool’s Requirements, from the business and maintenance perspective, de-
manded three interview rounds with the process definers, the project managers, the devel-
opers and the maintenance team. These people represent the users of the Tool throughout
the Robotic Process Automation’s (RPA) project life-cycle, and thus were selected to be
interviewed. The knowledge gained from the work experience aided with identifying the
correct professionals for the interviews, as Abdulghani and Vuorela have worked with
every phase of RPA’s life-cycle (Section 4.1) [3].
In order to validate the Research Questions (Q1-Q3), which were listed in Table 4.4, inter-
view rounds were tied to the Tool’s development phases. The features of the Tool helped
in clarifying not only the Requirements but also the Research Questions. At the last phase
of the Tool’s development, last rounds of the final interview were held to demonstrate the
StandAlone Tool and its capabilities. During the demonstration the Research Questions
were presented for the final time and were fully validated. The validation metrics were
tied to the Challenges (C1-C25) and the Requirements (R1-R3) presented in Table 4.3. If
the interviewees acknowledged that the PDD-SDD Tool satisfied the gathered Challenges
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and the Requirements, the Research Questions of this thesis would also be validated and
acknowledged.
The reason for three developmental and interview iterations was decided in the Initial
Design Figure 5.1, which was to gave the development work structure and deadlines for
the deliverables for Most Digital. Additionally, to develop in respect to Agile method-
ologies1, iterative and value driven delivery cycles were set high in the priority list for
the methods of working. With each iteration and requirement resolving, the interviewees
identified through the demonstrations that the Research Questions were indeed validated,
thus tying them to the Tool’s requirements (Table 4.3).
The methodology of acquiring the feedback for the Tool’s specific phase was accom-
plished by organizing multiple 45 to 60 minutes of interview sessions with the profes-
sionals. These sessions were recorded for later inspection, and comprehensive notes were
also taken by Abdulghani and Vuorela, the interviewers. From the interview material they
gathered the feedback data in order to improve on the technical solution and to determine
if our technical solution was heading towards the right track, whilst keeping the scope in
mind. That way they were able to keep the Tool’s development iterations short and agile.
This was the constructive method for gathering data in a consistent manner throughout
the different stages of the Tool’s development. The gathered data is also compared to the
previously identified Challenges in Section 4.2.
The research method used with the gathered data was based on unfolding the findings
into a visual table format, from which it is notably easier to link different Challenges
and Improvement Proposals together. The visually linked data eases the filtering of the
Tool’s ”nice-to-have” and ”must-have” functionalities, as well as eases the managing of
1https://www.agilealliance.org/agile101/the-agile-manifesto/
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the project scope.
There were initial thoughts for the Requirements and the features for the Tool. Based
on these thoughts and the work experience in the RPA field (Chapter 4), designing and
drafting the first iteration of the prototype was initiated, resulting in the creation of the
Initial Design of the PDD-SDD Tool, which is presented in Figure 5.1. From these initial
drafts, supporting material was created for demonstration purposes for the interviews,
which were held with the professionals presented in the next section.
6.2 The Professionals
The selected professionals have a specific knowledge in their domain, as they work in that
part of the RPA life-cycle daily. Projecting their thoughts and needs to the designed Tool
was paramount, as the aim of the developed Tool is to be used by these professionals to
aid their daily work.
As this thesis is focused on the business side of the workflow, the chosen interviewees
are indulged in process definition and solution maintenance. In order to understand their
viewpoints, specific interview questions were generated. Also, a couple of developers and
a technical architect were chosen to be interviewed to give their viewpoints on how does
the definition and the maintenance processes affect their work.
Initial Design’s (Figure 5.1) Steps 1 and 5 are the only Steps that affect the target groups
mentioned earlier (Process Definers and Solution Maintainers). These Steps encompass
the front-end of the PDD-SDD Tool, and these Steps are used by two different user groups.
The first group is the Business users or the process definers, who are defining a new pro-
cess with or without the customer (Step 1), while using the PDD-SDD Tool. And the
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second group is the solution maintenance team, who use the PDD-SDD Tool’s visual pro-
cess flow and the automatically generated code documentation to solve issues and update
the processes as needed (Step 2).
From MOST Digital Ltd, six professionals were chosen to represent the business, process
workflow definition, project management and maintenance. From Ailea Ltd two profes-
sionals were chosen to represent the developer’s maintenance duties at Ailea to MOST
Digital.
Maria Vuontisvaara
Maria Vuontisvaara is a seasoned professional with over 20 years of experience in finan-
cial and human resource management. Maria is also one of the co-founders of MOST
digital. One of Maria’s tasks is defining the processes with the clients from a business
logic perspective.
Katri Tapio
Katri Tapio is an experienced project and service manager at MOST Digital, and she has
been working with RPA since 2017. Being the service manager, Katri handles MOST
Digital’s maintenance processes.
Essi Nevalainen
Essi Nevalainen works also at MOST Digital as a consultant and project manager. Essi
has been also been actively defining processes to be developed.
Heikki Liukkonen
Heikki Liukkonen is Ailea’s CTO and senior RPA and integration developer. Heikki has
been working with RPA projects for the past 3 years, and in the IT sector for the past 9
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years. Regarding RPA projects, Heikki has been on the both sides of the project. He has
been defining the processes, implementing the architecture, while also developing and
maintaining RPA projects.
Juuso Jaakola
Juuso Jaakola has been working as a developer at Ailea on RPA development projects for
3 years. Most of the projects Juuso developed were delivered to MOST Digital. As a
developer Juuso also maintains and further develops his solutions, thus it is important to
have his point of view as a maintainer.
Niina Mäkelä
Niina Mäkelä has been working at MOST Digital from 2019 as a RPA developer. Sim-
ilarly to Juuso, Niina also maintains RPA projects when the need arises, thus it is also
important to understand her perspective on the matter.
Elias Koskinen
At MOST Digital Elias Koskinen is known as the robot’s well-being personal trainer, that
is to say that Elias is the maintenance mastermind. Working tirelessly on keeping cus-
tomer satisfaction above average. His knowledge in the maintenance field is imperative
for understanding the needs of the maintenance team. Elias has been working at MOST
Digital for almost 3 years.
Esa Poutanen
Esa Poutanen is an experienced C-sharp developer who focuses on developing support-
aiding functionalities into the cloud. Esa works part of the maintenance team as well and
has had his fair share of maintenance work. He’s been also actively developing solutions
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to ease and automate the work done at MOST Digital’s maintenance team.




The reason these professionals were chosen to both interview sessions is based on their
expertise working with different aspects of the RPA project life-cycle, from defining the
process to developing and maintaining the project, thus it was important to have their
views included on the topics discussed. All of the interviews were held separately from
Vuorela’s interviews, because of our different research topics.
The next chapter dives into the findings of the interviews and how the surfaced data is
used to guide the Tool’s developmental phases. Also, each interview round is broken
down structurally to give a better understanding of the data collection methods used.
7 The Interviews
A clear structure was designed for the held interviews in order to present and collect the
data in a coherent manner. The initial interview design was divided into two interview
questionnaire structures, one for Abdulghani’s Research Question Q1 and the other for
Vuorela’s Research Question Q2. The structure and questions dedicated for Research
Question Q3 were the same in both interview designs.
The interview questions discussed in this thesis centered around three categories:
1. Process definition and documentation
2. Solution maintenance
3. General communication during the project
In each category there are multiple structured questions that enable a methodical way for
querying the information from each interviewee.
The questions in each category are:
Process definition and documentation:
1. What are the top 3 steps necessary for defining a process?
2. Are the above mentioned steps established as a system?
3. What are the challenges in process definition?
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4. What could ease the process definition procedure?
5. What are the top 3 challenges in process documentation?
6. How often the document needs to be updated?
7. Does an outdated process documentation cause issues?
8. What could help with creating and updating the process document?
Solution maintenance:
1. What are the challenges regarding project maintenance?
2. Do you use process documentation to aid in maintenance work?
3. What do you wish would be easier regarding project maintenance?
General communication during the project:
1. Has there been issues with the communication with the developers? If so, what
were the top 3 issues?
2. Has there been issues with the communication with the customers? If so, what were
the top 3 issues?
3. What do you wish would could be easier regarding the communication during the
beginning of the project?
4. How often you need the latest status update about the project?
5. How and with what tools you figure out or query the project status?
A demonstration was also held at each interview iteration, to present visually what was
achieved so far, and to validate the development scope. Ideas, Challenges, feedback and
Improvement Proposals were also encouraged during the interviews. The specific ques-
tions were not static throughout the iterations. The interviews’ three different structures
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are presented in detail in the next three sections, with each interview’s findings, new Chal-
lenges and new Improvement Proposals.
The gathered Challenges and the Improvement Proposals from the interviews, and how
they affected the Tool’s developmental scope is presented in the next chapter, Chapter 8.
7.1 The First Interviews
The first interview began with a short introduction of the Thesis and a short background
presentation on how Abdulghani and Vuorela got to the point of designing a tool to help
MOST Digital’s RPA project life cycle. The first round of interviews were held in Septem-
ber 2019, where the initial design, which is depicted in Figure 5.3, was presented to the
interviewees.
To make sure the interviewees were not biased with their answers regarding the RPA
Challenges and the Tool’s requirements, the Initial Design was not mentioned, nor the
material presented at the end of the interview was at their disposal beforehand.
7.1.1 The Structure
The first set of questions were revolving around the current working methods regarding
the three main question categories, which were Process definition and documentation,
Solution maintenance and General communication during the project. The interviewees
were also asked about the current general RPA Challenges and Improvement Proposals,
which were documented.
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Figure 7.1: The structure of the first interviews, and how the Research Questions relate to
the topics discussed.
7.1.2 The Findings
The initial thoughts of the interviewees were positive but not everyone saw that it would
be technically possible to tackle some of the communication challenges discussed. The
initial criticism didn’t diverge Abdulghani and Vuorela from the idea of the Tool, the crit-
icism was taken as new Challenges and Improvement Proposals to further develop the
Tool.
To some extent the tools and methodologies used to define, document and communicate
were not standardized, as the professionals use what is convenient and natural to them-
selves with each project. This somehow non-standardized way of functioning exposes the
human nature of working with high paced projects, and how one Tool cannot accommo-
date every need - as it is not a ”one size fits all” solution.
However, MOST Digital agrees that a standardized way of working and using a dedicated
Tool could benefit not only the RPA projects’ life cycle phases but also the professionals’
work satisfaction.
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7.1.3 The Challenges
Multiple Challenges were presented in the discussed categories and some of them cor-
responded with the ”Identified Potential Challenges” presented in Table 4.2. Below are




C-Def1 Customer defines the process alone
C-Def2 Non-standard definition process
C-Def3 Lack of technical professionals during the definition process
Process Documentation
C-Doc1 Unclear responsibilities regarding the documentation updates
C-Doc2 Documentation language
Solution Maintenance
C-Mai1 Unclear and non-standardized logging
C-Mai2 Definition of done
C-Mai3 The use of personal notes causes scattered information
General Communication
C-Com1 Lack of centralized project communication channel
C-Com2 Using too technical or high vocabulary in communication (C4 - Table 4.2)
C-Com3 Manual status updates
Table 7.1: Challenges gathered from the first interviews
Process Definition
The current process definition utilizes a PowerPoint template for documenting the ”as is
process” to be automated. The challenges related to process definition with a flexible
template is it allows non-standard usage seen fit by the process definer (C-Def2). Also,
an experienced customer, who has co-defined a process or two, could define the process
alone. This fact adds more complexity and variance to the definition process (C-Def1).
Letting the customer define the process alone is not necessarily a challenge for process
definition per se, it might cause side effects that might demand clarification later [3]. The
last challenge identified from the gathered data was not utilizing the technical profession-
als in the definition process (C-Def3) from both sides. In most cases C-Def3 challenge
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leads to some of the Challenges depicted in Table 4.2, more specifically; C1, C2, C3, C5,
C21, C22 and C23.
Process Documentation
The challenge C-Doc1 ”Unclear responsibilities regarding the documentation updates” re-
lates usually to process definition, where the responsibilities are set. This same challenge
could be linked to the Challenges C13 and C17 mentioned in the Background Study’s
Table 4.2. The second Challenge mentioned in the Table 7.1 is C-Doc2 ”Documenta-
tion language” indicates the two languages used at MOST Digital. Although the main
working language is Finnish, RPA development and technical documentation is done in
English, but the process documentation language is in most cases in Finnish. This causes
additional work for the maintenance team as the needed information can be dispersed in
multiple documents.
Solution Maintenance
Exceptions’ handling is developed to the solution when they have been indicated before-
hand in the PDD, or when they arise during the testing phase. However, when exceptions
happen, after the alerted support phase and usually unsupervised during the production
runs, the maintenance team relies heavily on logging generated by the software robots,
as it is the only gateway to understand what happened during the run and what caused
the issue. Having unclear and varying logging principles prolongs the issue solving time,
hence C-Mai1.
Another challenge mentioned in the interviews was the unclear ”definition of done” of the
projects, C-Mai2, which is caused, in many occasions, by the leaking scope of the project.
This is mostly due to the Challenges C1-C5, C7 and C8 depicted in the Table 4.2. Lastly,
Challenge C-Mai3, the usage of personal notes during maintenance that are not shared
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with the rest cause scattered information and outdated documentation.
General Communication
Communication affects immensely all phases of the project life-cycle, and the quality
of the project is directly correlated to the quality of the communication, as can be seen
from the Challenges listed in Table 4.2. In the first interviews communication was, unsur-
prisingly, one of the central topics, and regarding the communication during the project,
Challenge C-Com1 was raised. Project communication tend to span over multiple ser-
vices and channels, thus retrieving or combining information get complex.
Regarding the information retrieval from multiple sources, Challenge (C-Com3) was also
raised, as it is easier to ask for the needed information from others than trying to find it.
Hence, manual status updates were raised as a Challenge in general communication. The
last Challenge that was derived from the collected data was related to the Challenge C4
from Table 4.2; Using too technical or high vocabulary in communication. This Challenge
punishes both sides of the project, the customer and the service provider i.e. MOST
Digital.
7.1.4 The Improvement Proposals
During the first interviews the initial design, which is illustrated in Figure 5.1, was pre-
sented after the the General RPA Discussions, depicted in the Figure 7.1. The demonstra-
tion of the initial design ignited the discussions in a way that led to more feedback and
Improvement Proposals, as the interviewees felt that there might be a way to affect the
current Challenges.
Below is presented the table of Improved Proposals to the corresponding Challenges dis-
cussed. Not all Challenges received an Improvement Proposal nor all of the Improvement
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Proposals were connected to the Challenges, as some of them were general proposals.
The gathered data is grouped by category and examined accordingly.
Phase Proposal Description
Process Definition
P-Def1 Standard definition process
P-Def2 Technical professionals take part in the definition process
Process Documentation
P-Doc1 Clear responsibilities regarding updating the documentation
P-Doc2 Multiple process definition templates
P-Doc3 Project status visualized in the PDD
P-Doc4 Latest Changes -functionality to the PDD
P-Doc5 Listing project members in the PDD
Solution Maintenance
P-Mai1 Clear and standardized logging
P-Mai2 Solution’s status indicator: WIP & Done
P-Mai3 Standardized documentation
General Communication
P-Com1 Centralized project communication channel
P-Com2 Automatic status updates
Table 7.2: Improvement Proposals gathered from the first interviews
Process Definition
A more standardized approach to the process definition phase was indeed one of the most
sought after Improvement Proposals (P-Def1) as it could solve multiple challenges down
the line, and this was directly connected to C-Def2 Challenge. Another proposal was
linked to the lack of technical professionals taking part in the definition process, as they
could inquire minute technical details about the process or the used systems (P-Def2).
This Improvement Proposal is a direct consequence to Challenge C-Def3.
Process Documentation
During the development of the solution various kinds of exceptions and challenges arise
which might not have a description in the PDD. In these cases the new defined extensions
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should be added to the PDD (P-Doc1), but there are occasionally no clear responsibili-
ties regarding who should update the documentation as declared previously as Challenge
C-Doc1. Another Improvement Proposal that could help with assigning responsibilities
is listing all of the project members with their contact information into the PDD (P-Doc5).
If the Tool would be used for process definition, it should provide the ability to use multi-
ple process definition templates to satisfy the most common forms of processes (P-Doc2),
as it would mitigate time needed for preparation.
A visual way to present the project status was also proposed, as it would centralize the
project status to one Tool (P-Doc3). Also, the interviewees wanted a way to observe the
latest changes in the documentation (P-Doc4).
Solution Maintenance
The Improvement Proposals gathered from the maintenance team circulated around stan-
dardization of the solution’s accessible documentation (P-Mai3), the Solution Design
Document (SDD), and the logging created by the solutions (P-Mai1). This way the
maintenance team can shuffle between different RPA projects and maintain them with-
out spending time figuring out how or why the logging is incoherent between solutions
or how to interpret the SDD. Both of these Improvement Challenges relate to Challenges
C-Mai1 and C-Mai3.
The maintenance team also receives multiple emails and notifications during the day from
the robots, to which the team proposed a way to recognize those that truly matter. Some of
the notifications are sent by solutions that are still under development or further develop-
ment is in progress. In these cases the developer is usually in control, thus no maintenance
is needed, hence solution’s status indicator would ease the load on the maintenance team
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(P-Mai2). The Challenge C-Mai2 is directly associated with the aforementioned Improve-
ment Proposal.
General Communication
The less the professionals have to search for the correct data or quest for the correct chan-
nel from which the needed information should be mined, a centralized communication
channel for each project (P-Com1) was introduced as an Improvement Proposal, which is
directly connected to the Challenge C-Com1.
Related to the Challenge C-Com3, the opposite was proposed; automatic status updates
(P-Com2), which would decrease the need to ask someone else about the solution’s status.
This proposal is in a way connected to what the maintenance team proposed: solution’s
status indicator (P-Mai2). However, in this case, the automatic status updates are proposed
to be more informative as in Git Commit Message1 would be used.
7.2 The Second Interviews
The second interviews were held in March 2020, during which Abdulghani and Vuorela
have been developing two prototypes of the Tool based on the feedback from the first
interviews, as illustrated in the Initial Roadmap for the PDD-SDD Tool’s development
(Figure 5.3). The second interviews’ goals were to asses the direction and the function-
alities of the Tool against the identified Challenges and Improvement Proposals. Other
goals were to gather user and usage experiences and other feedback by allowing the in-
terviewees to experiment with the Tool.
At this point in development, the second interview brought up less new challenges and
1https://git-scm.com/docs/git-commit
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more user experience related Improvement Proposals. This section explores the impres-
sions the interviewees had on the developed prototype.
7.2.1 The Structure
The structure of the second interviews was straightforward compared to the first inter-
view’s structure, as there was nothing that needed concealing or revealing. The structure
consisted of four parts:
1. Validating the challenges and the derived requirements.
2. Demonstration of the second prototype.
3. Prototype experimentation.
4. Prototype feedback.
Validating the challenges and the derived requirements
The validation of the Challenges gathered from the first interviews was executed by re-
viewing the derived requirements, which are listed in Table 4.3. After the validation of the
challenges, the interviewees were asked about the derived requirements, and to validate
them as well. This provided the needed feedback for Abdulghani and Vuorela to continue
the development on the right track.
Demonstration of the second prototype
The prototype was demonstrated through Microsoft Teams2. The functionalities that were
demonstrated focused on process definition and the usability.
2https://teams.microsoft.com/
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Prototype experimentation
The interviewees were able to test the prototype through MS Teams ”Give Control” -
functionality3. Once the control was given to the interviewee, they explored the prototype
on their own in order to generate their own opinions about the design, the experience, the
usability and the functionalities developed.
Prototype feedback
The feedback was documented for later analysis. The feedback was positive as the gen-
eral idea of how the Tool would be used was communicated clearly with an interactive
demonstration. The interview yielded also new Improvement Proposals and new Chal-
lenges.
7.2.2 The Findings
The Tool’s functionalities are presented more thoroughly in Chapter 8, but the findings
that received most praise were related to the simplicity, automatic documentation (R3,
Table 4.3) and continuous project saving while using the Tool. Nonetheless, questions
were raised regarding the data collection, ease of PDD updates and how should the func-
tionality of the guiding questions (R1, Table 4.3) support flexible use.
7.2.3 The Challenges
Some of the Challenges were converted into Improvement Proposals as they were out
of scope but important nonetheless. The only Challenge raised in the second interview,
which could be identified as a challenge, by the interviewees regarding process definition
and solution maintenance was the process definition language.
3https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/share-content-in-a-meeting-in-teams-fcc2bf59-aecd-4481-
8f99-ce55dd836ce8
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The language used to define the process is usually Finnish, and software development
is usually done in English. As one of the Tool’s functionalities is to generate a code
structure based on the defined process for the developers, Abdulghani and Vuorela had to
solve this Challenge in the final version, the StandAlone version. Not solving this partic-
ular challenge would cause unnecessary complexity, as the developers would have to use
the Finnish function names. Or it would push the definers to use English for documenting
the process.
This Challenge was raised by multiple interviewees as the prototype was developed to
only handle and parse English language, thus this Challenge was present at every inter-
view.
7.2.4 The Improvement Proposals
The second interviews leaned heavily towards Improvement Proposals, as the focus of
the interviews was the demonstration of the prototype and its functionalities. This nat-
urally generated discussions about how the current state of the Tool could be improved.
The findings are listed in their categories below, and one new category was also added,
as a couple of Improvement Proposals could not be directly appointed to the existing
categories.
Process Definition
In most automation processes the robot is accessing a plethora of different types of data,
and the customer is usually interested in gathering and analysing their process data. Often,
data collation is done during the process definition, thus the ability to list the collectable
data during the process definition (P-Def1) was proposed.
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Phase Proposal Description
Process Definition
P-Def1 List of collectable data during the process
P-Def2 Color tagging
P-Def3 Visual indication of the process sections that are executed by the robot, the AI or with the help of humans
P-Def4 Using existing process definitions as templates for new processes
Process Documentation P-Doc1 Changes to the PDD should be easy after the project has started
Solution Maintenance P-Mai1 The ability to add exception handling documentation afterwards
General Communication P-Com1 Commenting the PDD
Other Proposals
P-Oth1 Access right control of customers to projects
P-Oth2 Control project hierarchies
Table 7.3: Improvement Proposals gathered from the second interviews
Color tagging (P-Def2) and visual indications (P-Def3) help to dissect and understand the
process as it is used by multiple people with different technical backgrounds. Oftentimes,
the process encompasses more than one technology in the process, thus it is easier to ac-
quire a holistic image of the whole by using visual indications and colors.
Generating templates from existing processes that have been defined (P-Def4), lessens the
need to start from scratch with each process, especially if earlier processes have similar
characteristics.
Process Documentation
At times, the PDD is in constant change, even after the process has been defines. New
exceptions and business rules arise during the development, thus it is important to be able
to update and modify the PDD after the project has started (P-Doc1). It is preferable that
the PDD should not change, but that would not represent the agile world of RPA, where
changes are constant, hence the Improvement Proposal.
Solution Maintenance
Linked to the previous Improvement Proposal (P-Doc1), the maintenance team faces new
exceptions even after the process has been running stably in the production environment,
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and for that the Improvement Proposal P-Mai1 was proposed. Having the ability to add
new exception handling documentation to the defined process using the Tool would ben-
efit the maintenance team immensely. The difference to P-Doc1 is instead of updating a
certain documentation, basically replacing the existing content with the update, the Tool
could provide a listing of existing exceptions and a functionality to append new exception
handling documentation to the list.
General Communication
Commenting the defined process in the Tool (P-Com1) would help with centralizing the
communication regarding the process documentation.
Other Proposals
Some of the proposals were disregarded as out of scope entirely, as they would focus on a
different use case compared to the PDD-SDD Tool developed. Nonetheless, some of the
other proposals were gathered that were deemed in scope.
Controlling who has access to which project (P-Oth1) is definitely one proposal that
should be implemented. Security and access control by authenticated users eliminates
the misuse of the Tool by the customers, as they would be granted access to the Tool as
well. Without access control the customers would be able to access other customers’ crit-
ical processes to the detail.
Organizing projects into folders and customers (P-Oth2) would help control the docu-
ments saved in the Tool. This Improvement Proposal would benefit all of MOST Digital’s
users, as it mitigates the time needed to find the correct project with clear hierarchical
structure of the customers and their projects.
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7.3 The Final Interviews
The objective of the final interviews was to determine if the StandAlone, the final version
of the agreed scope of the PDD-SDD Tool, accomplished what it was designed for.
The final interviews were held online in April 2020, a month after the second interviews.
The Tool’s implementation pace was more intense in order to meet the agreed deadline.
The final interviews also marked the end of the PDD-SDD Tool’s development, as the
scope of the StandAlone version was complete. The goal of the final interview round was
to officially conclude the Tool’s development and to complete the validation of the Initial
Requirements and the Research Questions.
7.3.1 The Structure
The final interview’s structure was divided into three sections. The first section was to
remind the interviewees of the Initial Requirements of the Tool, which were presented in
Table 4.3. This method would help the interviewees to focus on the Initial Requirements
during the StandAlone’s presentation. The second section of the interview focused on the
demonstration of the finished StandAlone version of the PDD-SDD Tool. The third and
final section of the interview was designed for analyzing the Research Questions with the
interviewees.
7.3.2 The Findings
The target group of this thesis were pleased with the usability of the Tool, as it provided a
clear and precise structure for not only documenting the defined process but also for fol-
lowing the process path later during the project. The definers had contradicting thoughts
of the actual usage of the Tool, as for some the Tool seemed to be aimed for technical
users with its bells and whistles. For others the Tool’s interactivity and the way it enabled
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knowledge to flow was a colossal leap compared to the previous option.
The maintenance team addressed that the standardized project definition and documenta-
tion provides sturdier grounds for the maintenance work as they would not deplete time in
searching the needed information regarding the project. The maintenance team also com-
mented on the possibility of eased communication, as the client and project the maintainer
could communicate using the Tool’s Phases’, Steps’ or Details-levels’ names.
7.3.3 The Challenges
The challenges yet again were minimal as the main technical issue from the previous inter-
view was the process definition language. At this point of the project, the main technical
challenges were fixed in the development. Nonetheless, two non-technical challenges
were raised, which were:
1. How to get the customers to use the Tool?
2. Remembering to update the PDD (Non-developers)
Both raised challenges are linked to the working methods of the professionals and the
company’s best practices, but not directly to the Tool’s usage.
7.3.4 The Improvement Proposals
Improvement Proposal Description
I-Pro1 Navigating from current step to another specific step
I-Pro2 Tool’s on-boarding
I-Pro3 Phase’s WIP and completed statuses
Table 7.4: Improvement Proposals gathered from the final interviews
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The gathered Improvement Proposals from the final interviews generated I-Pro1, I-Pro2
and I-Pro3. The interviewees suggested having an on-boarding session on how to use the
Tool (I-Pro1), as there were a lot of features to use, even though not all of the features
were directed to this thesis’ target group. Some of the features are only for the develop-
ment team.
One of the interviewees nominated the idea to have a visual cue over the phases that are
currently ”work in progress” (WIP) and also over the completed phases (I-Pro2). This
would enable the project managers to get the status updates that are based on the devel-
opmental work, which means that the project managers do not have to ask for the project
status from the developers, as they can see the status by themselves from the Tool.
The last Improvement Proposal which was proposed, is a technical functionality which
would help navigating the project’s Steps and Phases inside the Tool. The StandAlone
enables the users to drill down from a specific Phase to the Step level and from there
to the last level, the Detail level. The only way to navigate to a different Phase is to
click through the previous view. The proposal was documented for further development
proposals, as bigger projects demand better navigational features.
7.4 Summary
This chapter answered the question of ”How the Research Questions were validated?”.
Shortly, by interviewing the chosen professionals from both companies and by demon-
strating the developed Tool’s different phases, the Research Questions and the Tool’s Re-
quirements were approved and validated by the interviewees. The gathered and analyzed
data was used to help guide the Tool’s iterative development phases, and to guide the
Tool’s developers (Abdulghani and Vuorela) towards the correct functionalities, keeping
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in mind the usability of the Tool and the scope of the project. The Tool’s requirements
were listed in Table 4.3, which were:
1. R1 - Providing guiding questions during the definition phase
2. R2 - Providing accessible, unified and up to date documentation
3. R3 - Providing automatic documentation
Based on the feedback, the answers answered in the interviews and the direct questions
regarding the Research Questions, which are presented in Table 4.4, the Research Ques-
tions were validated orally. This validation was based on the demonstrations of prototypes
and the StandAlone version of the Tool.
The gathered data form the interviews gave the Tool’s developers the insight and the cor-
rect direction regarding what to implement and which proposals should be left for further
development. The questions asked from the interviewees were based on the work experi-
ence of Abdulghani and Vuorela [3]. The questions were guiding the interviewees to give
feedback on the developed Tool in every phase of the development. Also, different Chal-
lenges and Improvement Proposals were gathered, which gave Abdulghani and Vuorela
multiple perspectives and thoughts that had not been considered in the Initial Design (Fig-
ure 5.1).
In order to sum up the gathered and the analyzed data from the interviews, an overview
is presented below to understand how the Challenges and the Improvement Proposals
emerged during the interview iterations. All in all there were 14 Challenges and 24 Im-
provement Proposals, which were presented and analyzed in this chapter. Naturally some
of the Improvement Proposals were linked to the Challenges, and some of them were
accepted into the Tool’s development scope as they were linked to the Tool’s main re-
quirements, others were left for later inspection and later development. These findings
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are presented in the next chapter (Chapter 8).
The interview iteration with the most Challenges and Improvement Proposals was the first
interview (Challenges Table 7.1 and Improvement Proposal Table 7.2), as it contained 11
Challenges and 12 Improvement Proposals. The presented Challenges and the gathered
Improvement Proposals were divided into separate Phases that were linked with the RPA





From the first interview, the Challenges were evenly divided between the Phases, with
3 Challenges in each Phase except the Process Documentation Phase, which had only
2 Challenges. Interestingly, the Phase with the most Improvement Proposals was the
Process Documentation Phase, which accumulated 5 Improvement Proposals, which are
presented in Table 7.2. As for the second and the final interviews, the Challenges and
the Improvement Proposals reduced in count, except for the second interview’s Process
Definition Phase’s Improvement Proposals amount. The reduction in Challenges’ and the
Improvement Proposals’ count is attributed to the development of the Tool in between
the iterations. The Figure 7.2 below visualizes a summary of the Challenges and the Im-
provement Proposals, and their emergence in each interview iteration.
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Figure 7.2: Challenges and Improvement Proposals in each interview iteration.
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The three rounds of interviews were based on the three iterations of the Tool’s devel-
opment phases: Prototype 1, Prototype 2 and StandAlone. The interviews were video
recorded and comprehensive notes were also taken. From the videos and the notes Ab-
dulghani and Vuorela analyzed the gathered data and produced the final version of the
analyzed data from each interview. The final version of the analyzed data was then used
to construct the tables presented in this chapter.
The interviews gave insight to the actual bottlenecks in RPA project development and life-
cycle. Not only the gathered information could be used for bettering the project definition
and maintenance, but also project development and communication. This information
could be expanded to other than RPA projects with modified scopes, as most of the work
done in IT-projects contain similar if not exact challenges.
The next chapter examines the Tool’s developmental phases form the technical point of
view, as the basis of the Tool’s Requirements, Challenges and Improvement Proposals
were presented successively in this chapter.
8 Tool’s Development
The Tool’s initial design followed along the initial hypothesis created in the beginning
of this project. The first and second prototypes were developed after the first interviews.
With the gathered data from the interviews, the prototypes were modified accordingly in
respect to the scope. Also, technology research was conducted during and after proto-
types’ development, as depicted in Figure 5.3.
This chapter goes into detail of how the Tool was designed and developed. The Intellec-
tual Property Rights (IPR) are shared with MOST Digital Ltd., thus the source code will
be kept out of this thesis, but screenshots and functionality explanations are presented.
This chapter’s structure is divided into development phase sections, as the Tool’s develop-
ment consisted of two prototypes and one StandAlone version, which is the final working
version of the Tool that fulfills the agreed scope. Also, an explanation is given on how the
identified Challenges and the gathered Improvement Proposals affected the functionali-
ties of the Tool. To understand how the Challenges and the Improvement Proposals were
connected, a minimal visualization and explanation is given in this chapter as well.
8.1 Ideation and Initial Design
The initial ideation of the PDD-SDD Tool was based on the knowledge and work experi-
ence gained from working at Ailea Ltd. and at Most Digital Ltd., and the resulting Initial
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Design was generated, Figure 5.1. The design was focused on usability and minimalism,
and the technical development was designed for re-usability between the Tool’s different
views.
The central challenge that the Tool was initially designed to resolve was the misunder-
standings regarding the outdated documentation. The lack of time (C16 - Table 4.2) was
causing outdated documentations and hence it was identified to be one of the root chal-
lenges. For this reason one of the Tool’s initial functionalities was aiming for providing
automatic documentation (R3 - Table 4.3).
The starting point for the Tool’s design was the ease of user experience, meaning that the
Tool should not add any additional friction to the current process, nor should it be difficult
to learn and use. As the team members have enough tools in their daily use. There was a
high risk that this PDD-SDD Tool would not elevate to be one of the daily applications the
professionals used. For this reason, the design followed closely the original PDD, which
was in PowerPoint document format.
The VUI views presented in Figure 5.2 were designed using the PowerPoint template
Most Digital was using for their process definition and documentation. The main dif-
ference was having a functionality to drill into the Phases, Steps and Details. The same
information was presented in each slide in the original format, but the Tool would help
focus on each area at once and to enable data collection from each VUI level. The col-
lected data is then used for various functionalities mitigating the Challenges presented in
the interviews, as visualized in Figure 7.2. For these views and the desired functionali-
ties, an open source front-end tool was used and modified combined with a custom made
back-end solution for the purposes of PDD-SDD Tool.
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8.2 Challenges, Improvement Proposals and Tool’s Func-
tionalities
To understand the affects the interviews had on the functionalities developed, an overview
is presented in Figure 8.1 below. The Figure 8.1 contains four sections visualizing the in-
terconnections between the Challenges and the Improvement Proposals.
The top section of the Figure 8.1, which depicts how the Challenges C-Def1, C-Def2,
C-Def3, C-Mai2, C-Doc2 and Process definition language and Improvement Proposal P-
Def2 are all linked to the P-Def1 Improvement Proposal. This in essence means that by
creating a standard definition process (P-Def1) that forces having a technical professional
to take part in the process definition (P-Def2) would solve the following Challenges:
1. C-Def1: Customer defines the process alone.
2. C-Def2: Non-standard definition process.
3. C-Def3: Lack of technical professionals during the definition process.
4. C-Mai2: Definition of done.
5. C-Doc2: Documentation language:
• The language could be set as a standard for all documentation, thus resolving
the second interview’s Process definition language Challenge.
With standardizing the definition process and having clear responsibilities (P-Doc1) set
during the definition phase and listing the project members in the documentation (P-Doc5)
helps with C-Doc1: Unclear responsibilities regarding the documentation updates. With
this analysis it is clear that solving the upstream Challenge (C-Def2), for not having a
standard way for process definition, with the proposed Improvement Proposal P-Def1,
Most Digital is able to stop the ripple effect that C-Def2 Challenge causes. Moreover, by
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Figure 8.1: Challenges and Improvement Proposals linked.
incorporating the definition of done (C-Mai2) into the process definition from the begin-
ning, it solves the issue of having unclear target.
The second section is more straightforward, as the Challenge C-Mai1 is linked to the cor-
responding Improvement Proposal P-Mai1. The maintenance proposal would alleviate
the maintenance Challenge by having consistent and standardized logging (P-Mai1). The
Challenge and the Improvement Proposal is listed in Table 7.1 and in Table 7.2. One
of the most important Improvement Proposals is Standardized documentation (P-Mai3),
which provides code documentation directly from the code file, and thus relieves the
Challenge with having scattered documentation and personal notes not utilized in the fi-
nal documentation (C-Mai3). Having an up to date automatic documentation aids with
the documentation process, thus mitigating the aforementioned Challenge (C-Mai3).
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The third section depicts how automating the project status updates (P-Com2) links visual
latest changes -functionality in PDD (P-Doc4) into one solution, which solves the manual
status updates (C-Com3) Challenge.
Lastly, the final section contains only one Improvement Proposal, which is list of col-
lectable data during the process (P-Def1) from the second interview, found in Table 7.3.
Most of the Improvement Proposals could be linked to the Challenges identified in the
interviews, and by developing the proposed Improvement Proposals, some of the Chal-
lenges would also be resolved. However, not all Improvement Proposals could be linked
to the actual Challenges that were gathered during the interviews nor all of them could fit
the initially defined scope, thus a list of additional functionalities was created for project’s
later further development. Also, some of the Challenges were non-technical and difficult
to solve with technology alone. The additional functionalities Figure 8.2 is presented be-
low for clarification, grouped by interview iteration.
Figure 8.2: Additional functionalities for further development.
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8.2.1 Derived Functionalities and the Tool’s Requirements
To understand how the derived functionalities from the Improvement Proposals and the
Challenges contributed to the Tool’s requirements, a visualization of the components is
presented in Figure 8.3.
Figure 8.3: Improvement Proposals connected to the Tool’s requirements.
The Improvement Proposal P-Def1 (Green) from the first interviews with the Improve-
ment Proposal P-Def1 (Blue) from the second interview contribute to the first Tool’s re-
quirement, R1. By having a standardized procedure for the definition process (P-Def1 -
Green) and a list of collectable data during the process (P-Def1 - Blue) direct the Tool’s
development towards having guiding questions for the process definer during the process
definition phase (R1). As providing the guiding questions contribute to the Improvement
Proposals’ functional demands, the Tool is able to provide relief to the Challenges linked
to both Improvement Proposals, which were presented in Figure 8.1.
Improvement Proposals P-Mai1 and P-Mai3 supply the second requirement R2 with func-
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tionalities needed for achieving accessible, unified and up to date documentation. The
standardization of documentation and the logging methodologies (P-Mai3 & P-Mai1) that
are embedded into the Tool aid in generating the requirement’s (R2) demanded function-
alities.
Providing automatic status updates as an Improvement Proposal (P-Com2) mitigates the
friction with getting the latest status of the project. This particular Improvement Proposal
is connected to the R3 requirement as automatic documentation of the project, which is
based on the code, generates the understanding of the developed code and understanding
of how far the developer has developed the process, hence giving the status update to
those who need it by reading the standardized documentation.
With this knowledge of how the gathered and analyzed data affected the decisions made
regarding the functionalities of the Tool, approaching the development of the prototypes
becomes clearer. The next section proceeds to unfurl the developmental methods and
technologies.
8.3 Prototypes and development
This section provides thorough inspection into what was developed and how it was devel-
oped. The subsections are presented in a similar structural manner based on the prototype
phase. After each prototype’s introduction, an analysis of the data is given based on the
data that was at disposal at that particular moment.
The PDD-SDD Tool provides its users a visual user interface for creating a process def-
inition, updating the available processes’ visual flow and for understanding the process,
without diving into the code, from the technical view’s process flow. The interface con-
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sists of two parts, one aimed for the business users: The definition view, and the second
view: The technical view, is aimed for the technical users including the maintenance team.
The Initial Design for the definition view is presented in Figure 5.2. Later, the technical
view is presented alongside with the developed process definition view.
The Tool’s requirements are presented in the Table 4.3 and the linked Improvement Pro-
posals visualized in Figure 8.3 create the overall implementable functionalities for the
Tool. This thesis focuses on Research Questions Q1 and Q3 which were presented in
Table 4.4, thus the Tool’s technical exploration will be limited to those scopes.
The developmental work of the Tool was divided between Abdulghani and Vuorela as
mentioned in Chapter’s 5 Section 5.3. And the Tool’s development was divided into four
main iterations, which are also presented in Figure 5.3:




The Tool’s name (PDD-SDD Tool) indicates that what the Tool should be able to provide
for the users; A way to create a PDD and a way to automatically generate a SDD, based
on the changes done to the PDD by the developers. In order to manage the Tool’s de-
velopmental work, different goals were set for each prototype and for the final version,
the StandAlone. The Tool was designed to have three levels of views as was depicted
in Figure 5.2, which would help the process definers to add detailed information to each
Phase, Step and Detail levels.
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The first prototype’s goal was to help with grounding the technology to be used and with
the architecture design for the whole Tool. Moreover, the first prototype was defined to
generate a simple code file based on the defined process in the definition view. The defi-
nition view was scoped to only have the top level of out of the three views, the Phase level
of user interface and its functionalities.
The second prototype’s goal was to add depth to the generated code file, as more informa-
tion would be gathered by the Tool from the process definers. Additionally, front-end user
experience enhancements were added to the Tool, such as adding a less technical Phase
level view for the definers. The final iteration resulted in StandAlone version of the Tool,
which was delivered as is to Most Digital. The StandAlone version focused on providing
the technical view, the rest of the VUI levels and the rest of the predefined steps in the
Initial Design presented in Figure 5.1, at the same time mitigating exceptions that were
faced during the Tool’s development.
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8.3.1 The Selected Technologies
The architecture designed and generated during the first prototype is presented in Figure
8.4. The technologies selected to be used are covered in this subsection not to interrupt
the prototype explanations flow below.
Figure 8.4: The PDD-SDD Tool’s architecture design.
The architecture Figure 8.4 depicts the technologies implemented and how they were
connected to provide the needed functionalities for the Tool. From the Figure 8.4 pre-
sented, the technologies can be inspected. The database technology was chosen to be
PostgreSQL1 as the powerhouse for handling the data, for its ease of use and its great
support with Tool’s main development language, Python2 [34].
For the back-end, Django3 a Python Web Framework was a perfect fit for handling the
Tool’s orchestration and functionalities. To be able to connect the front-end to the back-
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REST Framework provides a clear and powerful toolkit for creating and maintaining Web
APIs.
For the front-end technology, AngularJS5 was the technology underneath the open-source
project Behaviortrees6 that was selected to be the main driver for the Tool’s front-end. Es-
sentially, Behavior trees is a tool for modeling agent behavior, such as character behavior
in games or a robot’s decision making algorithm [35]. Behavior trees enable a visual way
for modelling complex systems [36], with this specific open-source tool with the MIT
license7, prototypes and the StandAlone was developed for process definition purposes.
The standard version of the Behaviortrees application is presented in Figure 8.5.
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8.3.2 The First Prototype
The goal of the first prototype was to implement the functionalities identified in the first
round of the interviews, and the functions designed in the Initial Design (Figure 5.1).
After the Initial Design was validated during the first interviews, the actual development
started. The second iteration of the development roadmap (Figure 5.3) aimed to develop
the first prototype, which implemented the basic functionality of the PDD-SDD Tool’s
Steps 1-3 (Figure 5.1), focusing only on the Phase level. The first prototype’s output goal
was to generate a code file from the visually defined process, in order for the developers
to start developing the defined process using the generated code file as their starting point
(Step 3, Figure 5.1). During the first prototype’s development, a technology research was
conducted for the second prototype.
The Table 4.2 visually explains the identified challenges before the first interviews, and
from the same table the Tool’s requirements were derived into Table 4.3, out of which the
Initial Design (Figure 5.1) was generated. These three based the initial data for the Tool’s
features and functionalities. However, the first set of interviews added new challenges
(Table 7.1) and added deeper explanations on top of the existing challenges. These Chal-
lenges and Improvement Proposals that surfaced during the first interview are presented
in the Figure 8.1.
In order to achieve the first prototype’s goals, the Behaviortrees’ source code (AngularJS)
was modified to enable the first version of definition view to be used. The plethora of func-
tionalities were cut down to the mere necessities needed for the first prototype. The first
version enabled the user to only add Phase Nodes, which were named as PhaseObjects
in the first prototype, and to add a Node title and Node description. The first prototype’s
definition view is presented in Figure 8.6.
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Figure 8.6: First prototype’s definition view.
A ”Submit project” button was added to enable the user to submit the process defined in
the Tool, out of which the code file was generated based on the node structure, including
the nodes’ titles and descriptions. After submitting the defined process to the back-end,
further modifications were not saved nor updated to the created code file. This was a
created as such by design to prevent overwriting the project’s code file, which might have
modifications done by the developer.
The generated code file respects the order of the nodes defined in the Tool by listing the
created functions’ execution order under the main function. Also, a pass command was
added after each function, except the main function, to not raise any Python’s SyntaxEr-
rors8 as there is no code to be executed inside the functions generated from the nodes.
The generated code is presented in Listing 8.1.
8https://docs.python.org/3/library/exceptions.html#SyntaxError
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Listing 8.1: The generated code file of the first prototype.
1 d e f p h a s e 1 ( ) :
2 ”””
3 Node name : Sequence
4 Node d e s c r i p t i o n :
5 D e s c r i p t i o n 1
6 ”””
7 p a s s
8
9
10 d e f p h a s e 2 ( ) :
11 ”””
12 Node name : Sequence
13 Node d e s c r i p t i o n :
14 D e s c r i p t i o n 2
15 ”””
16 p a s s
17
18
19 d e f p h a s e 3 ( ) :
20 ”””
21 Node name : Sequence
22 Node d e s c r i p t i o n :
23 D e s c r i p t i o n 3
24 ”””
25 p a s s
26
27
28 d e f main ( ) :
29 p h a s e 1 ( )
30 p h a s e 2 ( )
31 p h a s e 3 ( )
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The first prototype’s achieved the objectives that were designed and set for it, namely
with the setup of the Tool and generating a simple code file from the process defined in
the visual user interface (VUI). Additionally, the first prototype took partly on the first
Research Question Q1 (Table 4.4.) by aiding in the process definition and project kick-off
by generating the code file ready to be modified and further developed by the developers.
However, the first prototype did not accomplish any requirements set out for the Tool, nor
it did fully answer any of the Research Questions fully. But these were not the objectives
that were set for the first prototype. The time invested in the first prototype including
the design, technology research and the development was around 90 hours per developer
(Abdulghani and Vuorela).
8.3.3 The Second Prototype
The second prototype’s implementation started with the third iteration of the develop-
ment roadmap (Figure 5.3), which adds the PDD-SDD Tools’ functionalities from Steps
3-5 (Figure 5.1) to the developed Tool. Separate views for technical and business level
users were added. Second prototype was validated with second round of interviews. Fur-
thermore, a technology research was done for the final iteration, in order to implement the
remaining Step and Detail levels in VUI.
The objectives set for the second prototype included having a new definition view which
was not based on the nodes, as it was in the first prototype. This is linked to the Improve-
ment Proposal of having a standard definition process (P-Def1), which is associated to the
Tool’s R1 requirement, as presented in Figure 8.3. Moreover, the second prototype was
set to implement P-Mai3 and P-Com2, which were associated to the Tool’s R2 and R3
requirements respectively, thus closes the gap to the Research Questions 1-3, presented in
Figure 4.4.
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The second prototype would also accomplish the whole cycle of the Tool, all five Steps,
where the code file is consumed and parsed by the Tool, and it would generate the pro-
cess flow based on the functionalities of the process. Initially the second prototype would
resemble the final product in a Minimum Viable Product (MVP) fashion, the whole cycle
mentioned is presented in the Initial Design, Figure 5.1.
Figure 8.7: Second prototype’s definition view.
The new definition view, which was designed to look and feel less technical compared to
the first prototype’s definition view, is illustrated in Figure 8.7. The definition view got
implemented with the new color palette that was designed for the whole Tool, minimal
aesthetic, where the dark sidebar is for navigating through different projects and the white
center layout would help steer the focus of the process definer.
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A top-down block approach for the process definition was deemed clearer than having
nodes that could be moved anywhere in the canvas. Also, the rearrangement buttons were
implemented to the side of the blocks. Adding new Phase blocks was implemented to
exist at the end of the process, where naturally the process definer would go to, to add
the next Phase block into the process. By clicking the ”Add new Phase” button, a pop-up
window appears for data entry, as show in Figure 8.8. Additionally, placeholder buttons
for the next level, the Step level, was added to the right side of the Phase block.
Figure 8.8: Adding a new Phase block, pop-up for data entry.
In the back-end the code parser was developed further, being able to handle the rear-
rangements of the Phase level blocks. and to also generate a coherent data set that the
Tool could parse back into the definition and technical view. For being able to parse each
level’s blocks, tags were utilized in the code file to help identify the different levels, and to
distinguish normal functions from the Phase, Step, Detail level functions. The generated
code file is presented in Listing 8.2.
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Listing 8.2: The generated code file of the second prototype.
1 d e f p h a s e 1 ( ) :
2 ”””
3 TITLE : Phase 1
4 DESCRIPTION :
5 D e s c r i p t i o n 1
6 @PHASE
7 ”””
8 p a s s
9
10 d e f p h a s e 2 ( ) :
11 ”””
12 TITLE : Phase 2
13 DESCRIPTION :
14 D e s c r i p t i o n 2
15 @PHASE
16 ”””
17 p a s s
18
19 d e f p h a s e 3 ( ) :
20 ”””
21 TITLE : Phase 3
22 DESCRIPTION :
23 D e s c r i p t i o n 3
24 @PHASE
25 ”””
26 p a s s
27
28 d e f main ( ) :
29 p h a s e 1 ( )
30 p h a s e 2 ( )
31 p h a s e 3 ( )
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When the defined process is submitted and the code file is generated, the definition view
removes the submit button and adds a new button, ”Fetch latest status”, which enables the
user to fetch the latest changes to be visualized in the definition view, as is depicted in
Figure 8.9.
Figure 8.9: Fetch button appears after submitting the defined process.
The second prototype achieved the objectives that were designed and it implemented a
better definition view and more functionalities in the back-end, which got the Tool closer
to the StandAlone version. Additionally, the second prototype implemented the whole
cycle (Steps 1-5) that was in the Initial Design 5.1. The Tool’s requirement R3 was
fulfilled in the second prototype, which provides automatic documentation based on the
project’s code file, as it is fetched. The time invested in the second prototype including
the design, technology research and the development was around 75 hours per developer.
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8.4 Standalone tool
The final development roadmap (Figure 5.3) iteration finalized the aspects implemented
in previous prototypes, creating the first overall solution, a standalone version, for PDD-
SDD Tool. Final interviews were conducted and research questions addressed.
The StandAlone version of the Tool was designed to accomplish the Initial Design 5.1
and fulfill the requirements set for the Tool, which are presented in Table 4.3, within the
defined time and project scope. The StandAlone version completes the development iter-
ations, depicted in Figure 5.3, and unlocks the Final Interviews, which is the last piece of
the defined scope.
The final version updated the definition view, added the technical view, implemented the
additional Step and Detail -levels, polished the generated code file and completed the
guiding questions in the definition view. These were also the objectives set for the final
version of the Tool, the StandAlone version. Also, based on the Final Interview with the
professionals, the Tool’s requirements are met and also the Thesis Research Questions
are successfully accomplished. The objectives and the different views are presented and
discussed in the next subsections.
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8.4.1 The Definition View
The definition view is activated by choosing the user’s role, as depicted in Figure 8.10.
This affects the project listing showed in the StandAlone’s home page, as is illustrated in
Figure 8.11.
Figure 8.10: The toggle of roles. Process Definer’s view activated.
Figure 8.11: Projects listing view with the Definer’s view activated.
The first interview’s Improvement Proposal ”Standard definition process” (P-Def1, Table
7.2) and the second interview’s Improvement Proposal ”List of collectable data during the
process” (P-Def1, Table 7.3) are both linked to the first Requirement ”Providing guiding
questions during the definition phase” (R1, Figure 8.3). Both of these Improvement Pro-
posals are implemented in the definition view.
In order to standardize the definition process, guiding questions were implemented and
were made as a requirement for completing the process definition, Figure 8.12. The guid-
ing questions are easily modifiable to suit different types of projects. Also, listing the
collectable data was implemented in the Details level, which helps with documenting the
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Figure 8.12: The guiding questions for process definition
needed data to be collected during the process, as presented in Figure 8.13.
Figure 8.13: Data collection and exceptions listing.
The StandAlone version’s complete definition view with the updated color palette and
guiding questions are presented in Figure 8.14. The Phase-level is the default level that
is show first in the definition view. The other levels are hidden to reduce needless com-
plexity during the process definition but the Step and Details -levels are easily accessible
from the Phase-level’s ”View Steps” and ”View Details” buttons.
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Figure 8.14: The Definition view.
The definition view incorporates all of the levels depicted in the initial VUI design, Figure
5.2. The Step-level respects the same visual design as the Phase-level did. From devel-
opment’s point of view, having similar views and control mechanisms aided in reusing
the modularized components and functionalities used to implement the Phase-level. The
Step-level is depicted in Figure 8.15.
Figure 8.15: The Step-level view.
The final level, the Details-level is similarly hidden behind the ”View Details” button,
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where the minute details of each Step should be included. This is designed in a fashion
that it would not distract the definer nor the definition process. The details-level is shown
in Figure 8.16. The Details-level uses a similar panel implementation as the guiding ques-
tions (Figure 8.12). This solution aids in data collection, as the Details-level is only for
collecting more in depth data about that specific Step-level that it is attached to, thus it
was a better solution overall.
Figure 8.16: The Details-level view next to the Step-level view.
The definition view contains the Phase-level, the Step-level and the Details-level for pro-
cess definition (Figure 8.14. The definition view also contains the guiding questions that
are required for submitting the defined process (Figure 8.12). There are two different im-
plementations used in the StandAlone’s definition view: The first one is the middle panel,
which embodies the Phase-level and Step-level views and implementations (Figure 8.15).
The second is the right-side panel used for guiding questions and Details-level (Figures
8.12 and 8.13). The views and implementations were utilized as they were implemented
in a modular fashion. Another view, which contains the projects is the Project listing
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view, shown in Figure 8.11.
8.4.2 The Technical View
The technical view is activated by toggling the user’s role to ”Developer”, as it is illus-
trated in Figure 8.17. By activating this role, a new button appears in the project listing,
visible in Figure 8.18. The main idea of the technical view is to enable the maintenance
team to inspect the project without diving into the code itself. This helps with accessing
up to date documentation, as the latest code changes are projected into the technical view.
This fulfills the second requirement of the Tool, R2, presented in Figure 8.3.
Figure 8.17: The toggle of roles. Developer’s view activated.
Figure 8.18: The activated technical view’s button in project listing.
The connected Improvement Proposals to the second requirement (P-Mai1 and P-Mai3,
Table 7.2) are implemented in the back-end and are shown in the technical view, which is
based on the developers utilizing the logging and documentation conventions set by the
PDD-SDD Tool. As the process definition is done in the StandAlone version of the Tool,
a code file is generated, as was designed in the Initial Design (Figure 5.1). The generated
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code file contains everything that was inputted into the definition view in a coherent man-
ner, as show in Listing 8.3, under the correct tags, which are marked with a @-sign.
Listing 8.3: The generated code file of the StandAlone version. Phase 1 and Step 1.
1 d e f p h a s e 1 ( ) :
2 ”””
3 @TITLE : Phase 1
4 @DESCRIPTION :
5 D e s c r i p t i o n 1
6 @PHASE
7 ”””
8 s t e p 1 ( )
9
10 d e f s t e p 1 ( ) :
11 ”””
12 @TITLE : S tep 1
13 @DESCRIPTION :
14 Step d e s c r i p t i o n 1
15 @INSTRUCTIONS :









25 p a s s
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The guiding questions are left in the definition view. The Details-level’s data is part of the
Step-level’s automatically generated function documentation, or in Python’s case doc-
string9. The Tool creates the foundation for the developers to utilize the docstrings for
adding their own documentation and other development related notes which tackles the
Improvement Proposals P-Mai1 and P-Mai3, which were connected to the second devel-
opment requirement set for the StandAlone Tool (Figure 8.3).
The technical view, which is generated from the parsed code file, is visible after click-
ing the ”Technical view” button from the project listing, after activating the ”Developer”
toggle from the user’s role, as depicted in Figure 8.18. Submitting the defined process
generates not only the code file, but also the technical view’s flow of the process, using
the parsed code naturally. This initial flow is presented in Figure 8.19.
Figure 8.19: The flow of the defined process.
The technical view’s flow visualization uses node representation of the defined levels
(Phase and Step). And by clicking on a node in the technical view, node properties are
9https://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0257/#what-is-a-docstring
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shown. The node properties are the same that are visible in the generated code as doc-
string, hence automatic documentation, the third requirement R3 (Table 4.3) is achieved.
This also tackles the Improvement Proposal P-Com2 which is connected to the R3 devel-
opment requirement, as seen in Figure 8.3. Also, status updates are automatically updated
to the visual representation of the code, the technical view’s flow. The definition view is
updated based on the developed code file, generating an updated definition view of the
process.
A representation of how the updated code file (Listing 8.4) by the developer updates auto-
matically the definition view (Figure 8.20 and the technical view (Figure 8.21). The code
file from the example presented is focused only on the main function, as listing the whole
code file would span multiple pages.
Listing 8.4: The main function of the updated code file of the defined process.
1 d e f main ( ) :
2 o p e n r d p ( )
3 o p e n s a p ( )
4 s e a r c h i n g u n r e c i e v e d n a m e r o w s f r o m s a p ( )
5 s u p p l i e r s p r o d u c t c o d e l i s t i n g i n e x c e l ( )
6 d a t a u n i f i c a t i o n p r o d u c t c o d e w i t h d e l i v e r y r e p o r t ( )
7 s e n d e m a i l s s c r i p t ( )
8 s e n d i n g r e m i n d e r s ( )
9 e n d p r o c e d u r e s ( )
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Figure 8.20: The updated definition view based on the updated code file.
Figure 8.21: The updated technical view based on the updated code file.
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8.5 Tool’s Process and Validations
The StandAlone achieved the objectives that were agreed upon. The final version up-
dated the front-end’s color palette, implemented the fully functional code file parser in the
back-end, completed the different definition levels and enabled the technical view to dive
into the minute code functionalities and represent them in a process flow. Moreover, the
StandAlone also added stability and exceptions handling. Additionally, the StandAlone
fulfilled development requirements R1 and R3, the second prototype already fulfilled re-
quirement R2, thus the final version of the Tool completes all of the development require-
ments designed. The time invested in finalizing the StandAlone was around 85 hours per
developer, which added to the previous versions, the first and second prototypes, accumu-
lates to approximately 250 hours in total per developer.
Finalizing the project, final interviews were held to demonstrate the StandAlone Tool and
to gather impressions and validate the Research Questions presented in Table 4.4. The
structure and the findings of the interviews help for the StandAlone version are discussed
in Section 7.3, which is part of Chapter 7.
The StandAlone Tool works in a concise process, which is:




2. Generating code file from the defined process.
3. Back-end saving the code file into the PostgreSQL database utilizing the APIs.
4. Creating the process flow in the technical view.
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The Tool is in stand-by mode waiting for the code file to be updated, which causes the
Tool to:
1. Parse the code file and save the the updated version to PostgreSQL database.
2. Update the definition view, based on the updated code.
3. Update the technical view, based on the updated code.
Based on the functionalities successfully implemented and based on the feedback received
from the interviewees, the Research Questions Q1-Q3, which are presented in Table 4.4,
are generously validated by the interviewees and by the thesis researchers.
9 Conclusions
The implemented PDD-SDD Tool with three versions, the first and the second prototype,
and the final version, the StandAlone, is remarked as a success by the professionals in-
terviewed from both companies, Most Digital Ltd. and Ailea Ltd. With three interview
rounds guiding and impacting the Tool’s development, concrete functionalities were im-
plemented which not only significantly affected the RPA projects’ life-cycles, but also
the professional’s productivity when compared to the previous working methods of RPA
projects. Without the developed Tool, the projects were decentralized from the project
management’s perspective, having multiple tools and applications to aid in controlling
and maintaining the projects. Even though the PDD-SDD Tool helps with multiple as-
pects, there are challenges that are out of technological reach.
The Challenges related to RPA projects, which were listed in Table 4.2, are mostly solv-
able by methodologies and rules set by the company. Nonetheless, urgency and strict
deadlines push professionals to cut corners, thus causing a ripple effect that impact the
project in multiple areas. With the PDD-SDD Tool’s guiding questions, automatic project
code base generation and automatic documentation updates help the professionals to fo-
cus on their main work in RPA projects in their departments. The Tool’s impact can also
be measured against the broader RPA development world, where similar challenges arise
on a daily bases. The same top-level challenges are caused by the lack of conventions
related to the RPA development, as it is a quite new industry. The developed PDD-SDD
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Tool helps with creating these conventions on a company basis, thus having similar im-
pact as it did with Most Digital Ltd.
The Research Questions of this thesis were (Table 4.4):
• Q1 - Does the tool ease the definition, project kick-off and maintenance of RPA
projects?
• Q3 - Does the tool ease communication and documentation between stakeholders
in RPA projects?
and the Tool’s Requirements (Table 4.3):
• R1 - Providing guiding questions during the definition phase.
• R2 - Providing accessible, unified and up to date documentation.
• R3 - Providing automatic documentation.
aided in focusing on the most important aspects of the Tool’s development. The feedback
and direct validations of the Research Questions and Tool’s Requirements, presented in
Chapter 7, provide the confidence to announce the project as a success and the Tool as
valuable. The functionalities presented in Chapter 8 resolve the Requirements set for the
Tool, and through the demonstrations to the target group and their validations, the re-
search’s Research Questions are validated.
By providing the guiding questions during the definition phase (R1) and accessible, uni-
fied, up to date and automatic documentation (R2 and R3), as presented in Subsections
”Definition View” (8.4.1) and ”Technical View” (8.4.2), the Research Questions Q1 and
Q3 are answered positively and regarded as validated. Although, the Research Questions
Q1 and Q3 are specific to this Thesis and to RPA development, they do ask the central
question of how the human impact in any IT based projects can be boosted, thus it is safe
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to assume that the Tool’s impact can be, with modifications, used in different kinds of
IT projects to aid with similar challenges. The Tool can be further developed by imple-
menting the additional functionalities that were gathered from the interviews, which are
presented in Figure 8.2.
Starting with the current state of the RPA world (Chapter 2), explaining the development
methodologies with examples (Chapter 3), identifying the current challenges and bottle-
necks of the RPA development framework (Chapter 4), brought the research to constitute
the Initial Design (Figure 5.1) in Chapter 5, which would start the journey of developing
the Tool to aid the professionals in their daily work.
The constant change in the IT field and the increasing demand for RPA solutions, commu-
nication and documentation are more important than ever before. With tools developed
closely with the people who use them daily, we are ”Connecting RPA Development and
Business” for a better tomorrow.
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